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Abstract 
Strategies used by learners of Japanese as a second language were 
examined. A total of 26 students, seven male and seven female students in 
Year 8 and six male and six female students in Year 11 in secondary education 
from two single sex schools were surveyed to investigate preferred language 
learning strategies. The instrument used was the Strategy Inventory for 
Language Learning (Oxford 1990). Six language learning strategy categories 
were used to classify sample responses. Subjects were also interviewed 
individually to find out what strategies they used in classroom and non-
classroom settings. Students maintained a diary for a six week period to 
determine the range of strategies used by learners outside the classroom. 
Results of interview and diary were compared with survey results to provide 
further information about the relationship of gender and year level with 
choice of strategy in classroom and non-classroom settings. 
Survey results indicated that all of the strategies: memory, cognitive, 
compensation, metacognitive and social except affective were reported as 
sometimes used by respondents. Affective strategies were not widely reported 
and none of these strategies were reported as always or generally used by 
either gender or year level. The interview and diary analysis revealed that 
the direct strategies: memory, cognitive and compensation were favoured 
more than indirect strategies by all respondents in classroom and non-
classroom settings. 
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Chapter One - The Introduction 
The Background to the Study 
A major area of second language research in recent years relates to the 
steps or operations used by learners "to enhance the acquisition, storage, 
retention, recall, and use of new information" (Ehrman and Oxford 1990, 
p.312). Most of this research concerns the relationship between learner 
characteristics, their learning strategies, and the success of these strategies 
in language learning. However, although there are numbers of studies related 
to second language learning strategies there is little related specifically to 
the learning of Japanese as a second language. 
Emphasis in the literature (Ehrman and Oxford 1988, O'Malley and 
Chamot 1990, Oxford 1990, Vann and Abraham 1990) has been to identify 
those learning strategies which influence the degree of proficiency obtained 
in a second language. This research has resulted in various schemes of 
strategy types and it is hoped that by identifying the characteristics of 
effective learners such strategies may be used to help unsuccessful learners 
(Vann and Abraham 1990, p. 177). 
Results in these studies show that strategies do play an important role 
in second language acquisition and learning and that there is a number of 
variables which may contribute to the results, such as age, gender of the 
learners and the nature of the language task. However, inconclusive results 
are reported regarding success in helping unsuccessful learners in a second 
language to employ strategies of their more successful peers (Vann and 
Abraham 1990, p.177). Moreover, Bialystok (1981) as cited in Oxford and 
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Crookall (1989) suggests that the use of a strategy is perhaps more related 
to attitude than aptitude (p.409). 
The variations in these findings raise questions as to the relationship of 
variables that may influence strategy choice among learners in second 
language learning and acquisition. Ehrman and Oxford (1988) suggest that 
gender differences occur in social learning strategies where females can be 
expected to use more "social learning strategies (techniques involving at 
least one other person) ... than males" (p.253). 
Much of the literature (Zimmerman and Pons 1986, Desforges 1989, 
Oxford and Crookall 1989, Ehrman and Oxford 1990) supports the notion 
that language learning strategies, or LLSs, are useful in both classroom and 
non-classroom settings. However, although research is quite extensive in 
classroom contexts, there is little identification of strategy use in the non-
classroom setting. 
Another of the principal questions in the literature relates to the 
classification of strategies and the problem of determining which strategy is 
the most important in second language learning and acquisition. Oxford and 
Crookall (1989) identify six strategy types and have created a classification 
scheme which was used in the present research. The classification scheme 
includes the strategy types: memory, cognitive, compensation, metacognitive, 
affective and social. O'Malley and Chamot (1990) argue that such a 
classification scheme does not list strategies in order of priority and hence 
does not inform readers about which strategy is most important to learning 
(p.103). It is conceded by O'Malley and Chamot (1990), however, that this 
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classification of strategies does provide the foundation for assessing use of 
learning strategies in second language acquisition. Particular mention is 
made by O'Malley and Chamot of the contributions of the survey instrument 
Strategy Inventory for Language Learning, or SILL, as an instrument for such 
an assessment. The SILL has been used in both secondary and higher education 
as an instrument for measuring LLSs. 
In devising and using the SILL, Oxford and Crookall (1989, p. 411) 
discovered that motivation, sex and self-perceptions of proficiency were the 
greatest influences on strategy use. Moreover, it was found that highly 
motivated students made frequent use of a broad range of strategies. Gender 
was also found to be an important factor in influencing choice of strategy. 
The research of this present study looked to determine if the identified 
strategy types classified by Oxford (1990) are relevant to the second 
language learner of Japanese in secondary education and whether such 
learners rely on certain strategies in particular settings. Furthermore, this 
research has sought to ascertain if there are any specific patterns adopted by 
second language learners of Japanese and if these patterns are different from 
those of other second language learners reported in the literature. 
The Significance of the Study 
Second language learners of Japanese at the secondary level learn in 
classroom and non-classroom settings, both teacher-directed and non-
directed. It is important for teachers of the Japanese language to identify 
what language learning strategies are used by learners and how learners 
make use of the strategies in both classroom and non-classroom settings. 
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Moreover, teachers should be aware of the range of strategies that 
provide for learner autonomy in study skills and enhance learner self-
direction both within and outside the classroom. Hence, teachers will be able 
to broaden student awareness of the range of strategies available to them for 
learning purposes. 
Finally, it is important to discover if any specific patterns exist among 
learners of Japanese in their choice of strategy and in their use of strategy in 
particular settings. The awareness of LLSs among teachers of Japanese as a 
second language may be unconscious and this project hopes to raise this 
awareness to an explicit level and make available any emerging patterns to 
the wider educational field. 
The Purpose of the Study - statement of the problem 
The primary purpose of this study has been to investigate the range of 
LLSs used by secondary high school students learning Japanese in second 
language classrooms. The study seeks also to determine if the strategies can 
be defined and organized within existing classification frameworks and if 
strategies identified vary according to gender or year level. The choice and 
range of strategies used in classroom and non-classroom settings has been 
another aspect investigated in this research project. The intention here has 
been to establish whether learners of Japanese employ specific patterns of 
strategies to provide for more efficient and effective learning in these 
settings. 
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The study also investigated whether more experienced learners use a 
wider range of strategies to improve performance. Therefore, this research 
project was designed to determine what differences can be observed in 
language learning strategies based on gender and year level. 
Statement of the Research Questions (including subsidiary questions) 
1 . What strategies do learners of Japanese as a second language employ in 
the learning situation? 
Subsidiary ouestioos 
1 . In what settings do learners of Japanese make use of strategies for 
effective learning? 
2. What differences can be observed in language learning strategies based 
on gender and year level? 
3. Are there any specific patterns existing among learners of Japanese as 
a second language in strategy choice? 
These research questions can be investigated through the testing of the 
following hypotheses. 
Hypothesjs 1: Strategies in the acquisition of Japanese as a second 
language are identifiable in the learning situation. 
Hypothesis 2: Learners learn both in and outside the classroom, use a 
wide range of strategies, and choose appropriate strategies 
for these settings. 
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Hypothesjs 3: Gender and year level do play a role in the choice of strategy 
on the part of the learner. 
Hypothesjs 4: The nature of the Japanese language and its diverse writing 
systems encourage learners to choose particular 
strategies to learn Japanese. 
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Chapter Two - Review of Literature 
General Literature 
This research focuses on language learning strategies, those techniques 
learners use to help them learn a second language. The "term 'learner' is 
being used here to refer to any person trying to acquire new knowledge ... 
regardless of whether this occurs" in the classroom or outside the classroom 
(Weinstein and Underwood 1985, p. 241). 
Interest in language learning strategy research emerged some ten years 
ago with the question: 'What is a good language learner?' (Cohen and Aphek 
1981, Wenden and Rubin 1987, Oxford and Nyikos 1989, Vann and Abraham 
1990). Various answers have been presented by different researchers. 
Weinstein and Underwood (1985) define an effective learner as "responsible 
for their own learning, ... [and able to] adapt the learning environment to fit 
their needs and goals" (p.242) and Politzer (1983) cited in Oxford and 
Nyikos (1989) sees effective learners using "strategies appropriate to their 
own stage of learning, personality, age, purpose for learning the language, 
and type of language" (p. 291). Moreover, it is claimed that an effective 
learner is able to recognize recurring patterns in the language task that are 
not visible to less effective learners (O'Malley and Chamot 1990, p. 149). 
As Rubin (1987) points out such studies look to "defining how learners 
can take charge of their own learning and ... how teachers can help students 
become more autonomous" (p.15). Furthermore, O'Malley and Chamot 
(1990) suggest that "competent individuals are effective because of special 
ways of processing information" and that some students approach the language 
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learning task in more successful ways than others (p.2). Rubin (1987) 
made the assumption that "once identified ... strategies could be made 
available to less successful learners" (p.20). This notion that special 
learner strategies might assist second language acquisition represented a 
movement away from the more conventional view where it was believed that 
effective learners simply had "aptitude" for learning a language (O'Malley 
and Chamot 1990, p.100). 
O'Malley and Chamot (1990) find benefit in studies of the 'good 
language learner' in that they demonstrate "that students do apply learning 
strategies while learning a second language and that these strategies can be 
identified and classified" (p.3). Rubin (1987), for example, classified 
strategies under two broad categories: "processes that may contribute 
directly to learning ... and those that may contribute indirectly to learning" 
(p.20). 
Considerable research has looked at how successful learners are in 
achieving their language learning goals in the classroom and outside the 
classroom (Weinstein and Underwood 1985, O'Malley and Chamot 1990), 
and the kinds of strategies learners use in second language acquisition 
(O'Malley and Chamot 1990, p. viii). Oxford and Nyikos (1989) and Oxford 
(1990) suggest that use of appropriate LLSs enable students to take 
responsibility for their own learning and this is important because learners 
need to maintain their learning outside the classroom. 
The research literature to date has continued to refine and define 
classification schemes of strategy types. As mentioned Rubin (1981, 1987) 
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devised a two category classification scheme of strategies: those which 
directly affect learning and strategies that contribute indirectly to learning. 
Direct strategies included classification/verification, monitoring, 
memorization, guessing/inductive inferencing, deductive reasoning, and 
practicing while indirect strategies were seen by Rubin as creating practice 
opportunities and using production tricks (eg. communication strategies). 
More recent work on LLSs, such as Wenden (1987), has focused on 
cognitive strategies as used by the self-directed learner. Cognitive strategies 
are defined as those "steps, ... procedures (some observable and others not) 
learners use to acquire and retain knowledge ... and ... [the] use [of] this 
knowledge to communicate in a second language" (Wenden 1987, p.573). 
Wenden was interested in the process that 'underlies' the efficient use of 
strategies, or metacognition. Metacognition may therefore be considered an 
indirect strategy in second language learning. Wenden identified two types of 
metacognitive strategies, Pre-Planning and Planning in Action. Pre-planning 
involves forming methods of procedure prior to the onset of action (Wenden 
1987, p. 580) and includes determining objectives, selection of materials 
and methods, assessing entering proficiency, and predicting difficulties. 
Planning in action involves monitoring, evaluating and revising (Wenden 
1987, p.583). 
O'Malley and Chamot (1990) find work on the distinction between 
metacognitive and cognitive strategies to be a major contribution to research 
in LLSs. It is conceded (O'Malley and Chamot 1990, Oxford 1990) that 
researchers do differ as to what constitutes a metacognitive and cognitive 
strategy. However, despite problems in definition of the strategies, the 
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distinction serves to "sharpen the discussion of how strategies function, who 
uses them, and the conditions under which they can be taught" (O'Malley and 
Chamot 1990, p. 99). It is also not surprising that "individual researchers 
often classify a particular strategy differently at different times, in light of 
new insights" (Oxford 1990, p. 22). 
Oxford (1990) devised her classification scheme also using Rubin's 
direct and indirect strategy terms. In this classification scheme direct and 
indirect strategies are interrelated with six strategy groups (Oxford 1990, 
p.15) and the result is considered to be far removed from Rubin's 
(1981, 1987) original direct and indirect types. In Oxford's scheme those 
behaviours involving direct use of the language are subdivided into memory, 
cognitive and compensation while those strategies which support language 
learning although they do not directly involve using the language (or indirect 
strategies) are subdivided into metacognitive, affective and social (See 
Figure 1 on the following page). In defining the above classification scheme 
Oxford and Crookall (1989) and Oxford (1990) incorporated almost all 
strategy names identified in the research literature. A glossary of their 
terminology for direct and indirect strategies is provided in Appendix 1. 
O'Malley and Chamot (1990) do not apply the direct and indirect 
strategy distinction to their classification scheme. In identifying strategy 
types used most frequently by second language learners O'Malley and Chamot 
(1990) distinguished three broad categories: Metacognitive Strategies; 
Cognitive Strategies and; Social and Affective Strategies (See Appendix 2). In 
comparing the Oxford (1990) classification scheme with the O'Malley and 
Chamot (1990) scheme, this researcher has found that the identified 
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Figure 1: Diagram of the Strategy System Showing Two Classes, Six Groups, 
and 19 Sets by R. Oxford (1990), Language Learning Strategies: What every 
teacher should know. p. 1 s-21. 
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strategies of O'Malley and Chamot (1990) can be accommodated within the 
Oxford (1990) classification scheme. The strategy groups metacognitive, 
social and affective as classified by O'Malley and Chamot (1990) correspond 
to the indirect strategies identified by Oxford (1990). This is also true for 
the O'Malley and Chamot (1990) cognitive strategy group which Oxford 
(1990) includes in memory strategies, cognitive strategies, and 
compensation strategies under the classification type 'direct strategies'. 
Oxford and Crookall (1989) did identify one other direct strategy, 
known as 'communication strategies', which is not identified as a strategy 
group in later research (Oxford 1990). Learners use communication 
strategies "when faced with a gap between communicative need and linguistic 
repertoire" (Wenden and Rubin 1987, p. 3). Oxford and Crookall (1989) 
identify this as behaviours used only while speaking and conclude that since 
"communication occurs in the three other language skill areas (reading, 
listening, and writing) as well as in speaking ... the popular term 
communication strategies is a misnomer" (p.404). Oxford (1990) 
distributes behaviours that constitute communication strategies as used 
above across the three direct strategy groups. 
Oxford (1990) describes direct and indirect strategies as providing 
"mutual support" for each other and Oxford and Crookall (1989) liken direct 
strategies to a "performer" in a play who "works with the language itself in a 
variety of specific tasks and situations". Indirect strategies, on the other 
hand, are identified as more of a "director" who 
serves a host of functions, like focusing, 
organizing, guiding, checking, correcting, 
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coaching, encouraging, and cheering the 
Performer, as well as ensuring that the 
Performer works cooperatively with other 
actors in the play. The Director is an internal 
guide and support to the Performer 
(Oxford and Crookall 1989, p. 14-5}. 
The teacher's role in the classroom, therefore, is to encourage the learner to 
add the role of the director to that of the performer with the teacher 
becoming less directive and more facilitating. 
O'Malley and Chamot (1990} have criticised the above classification 
scheme as merely subsuming every strategy that had been cited in the 
literature on LLSs to date and for generating subcategories that appear to 
overlap. Oxford (1990} acknowledges the overlap of categories within the 
scheme and describes . this as "natural" (p. 17} and part of the 
interrelationship of the strategy groups through mutual support. 
This research project did not attempt to prioritize strategies in order 
of importance to learning as recommended by O'Malley and Chamot (1990). 
Rather this research used the classification scheme as devised by Oxford 
(1990} because of its practical and pedagogical characteristics rather than 
stressing a psychological dimension to the categories of strategies through 
cognitive theory as favoured by O'Malley and Chamot (1990). It seems that 
these two alternative approaches categorise strategies as classification 
scheme and taxomony, respectively, and thus reflect the authors' differences 
in orientation towards LLSs. 
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Furthermore, it is acknowledged (Wenden and Rubin 1987, O'Malley 
and Chamot 1990, Oxford 1990) that there is little consensus concerning 
either definition or classification of strategies in the literature on LLSs. 
Oxford (1990) describes this as a "conflict" but finds it understandable 
considering the early stage of development in learner strategy research. 
As a result Oxford (1990) cautions the reader that 
any current understanding of language 
learning strategies is necessarily in its 
infancy, and any existing system of 
strategies is only a proposal to be tested 
through practical classroom use and 
through research (p. 16-17). 
This project used and 'tested' the Oxford (1990) classification scheme 
as described above among learners of Japanese as a second language in a 
secondary school. 
Literature on Methodology and Findings of Previous Work 
There have been numerous investigations in language learning strategy 
research which have "asked the learner to explain or describe how he or she 
uses strategies" (Oxford and Crookall 1989, p.405). Six main methods of 
investigation can be identified: observations, interviews and think aloud 
procedures, note taking, diaries, surveys and studies on LLS training. The 
present research used three of the techniques of data collection: interview, 
survey, diary. 
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Previous research has tended to use one of two interview techniques. 
The first is to listen to learners think aloud and the second is to interview 
learners about the types and use of strategies in both classroom and non-
classroom settings. 
Vann and Abraham (1990) used the think aloud method where learners 
reported on what they were thinking as they performed tasks to discover 
reasons for the lack of success of two language learners in completing a 
language program in different settings. The research was not only able to 
tally various types of strategies used by learners, but the researchers were 
also able to link strategies with a particular task and discovered that there 
was a relationship between task requirements and learner requirements. 
This raised questions about what strategy training is necessary for learners 
to become more effective in learning a second language. 
In research on self-regulated learning strategies Zimmerman and Pons 
(1986), using a structured interview, noted that high achievers reported 
significantly greater use of strategies than low achievers in classroom 
settings and suggested that attention be given to student use of learning 
strategies outside the classroom. This research found that high achieving 
students relied heavily on social strategies in their use of teachers, adults 
and peers as sources of social support. However, findings were inconclusive 
in determining a relationship between student achievement and self-
evaluation. Furthermore, Zimmerman and Pons (1986) found that the use of 
interview techniques was successful in accommodating "students who felt 
reticent about discussing ... [learning strategies], and the procedure appeared 
informally to work" (p. 626). 
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Oxford and Nyikos (1989) also distinguished "experts" from "novices" 
among university students and found, using a survey method, that experts 
used a wider range of strategies than novices. Moreover, university students 
were observed to employ more strategies in formal 
traditional, structure-oriented ... instructional 
environment geared toward tests and assignments 
[than] strategies which involved a concerted, 
extra-curricular effort to communicate in the 
new language ... or, required working 
independently on ... metacognitive aspects (p.293). 
Furthermore, Ehrman and Oxford (1988) and Oxford and Nyikos 
(1989) reported from survey findings "that sex had a profound effect on 
strategy choice" with female students reporting more frequent use of 
strategies than male students. Moreover, Oxford and Nyikos found that years 
spent studying the foreign language had a significant effect on factors such as 
language practice outside the classroom and guessing what the speaker will 
say and asking for correction. 
Other research survey findings conducted in university settings 
(Politzer 1983) had already concluded that females and males use different 
social strategies to learn a second language and that "some language learning 
behaviours vary significantly according to language and level" (p. 62). 
O'Malley, Chamot and Kupper (1989) and O'Malley and Chamot (1990) also 
discovered, among effective and non-effective second language learners, that 
choice of strategy depended on the degree of expertise in the second language 
of the students interviewed (O'Malley and Chamot 1990, p.140). 
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In allowing learners to write about their feelings about language 
learning and the strategies employed in the learning situation Rubin (1981) 
discussed the effectiveness of using two types of diary method: self-report 
and directed diary. In the self-report diary Rubin provided general 
instructions in the mother tongue to students taking a short intensive English 
program at a university to elicit lists of LLSs. The students' self-report was 
written in their native language and then translated into English. It was 
concluded that this type of diary produced vague and uninformative results. 
However, student directed diaries as used by Rubin (1981) in eliciting 
information on cognitive strategies has been more successful when students 
have been asked to focus on specific strategies rather than the entire range 
(p. 121). 
It is recommended by Rubin (1981) that when using diary study 
method students are 'tutored' to report on LLSs because without guidance 
learners may give insufficient detail or get tired of trying to report on too 
much. Bailey and Long (1983, p. 195-196) in their methodological review 
of diary studies agree on the above point and in the issue of time intervals in 
diary reporting. As Rubin (1981) points out it "is important to make notes 
on ... strategies either during a classroom period or ... immediately thereafter 
since the rate of forgetting rises and the rate of specificity declines quickly 
with the passage of time" (p.121 ). Results of the use of the directed diary 
show that some individual students "seem better at, and some classroom 
situations seem more conducive for, reporting on cognitive strategies" than 
others and students need incentive to continue the task over a long period of 
time (Rubin 1981, p. 122). 
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Specific Studies Similar to the Current Study 
Research on strategies in learning Japanese as a second language in 
secondary education has not received great attention in the literature to date. 
Concentration in LLS research has been on studies related to adult university 
foreign language students (Rubin 1981, Politzer 1983, Ehrman and Oxford 
1988, Oxford and Nyikos 1989). Studies related to high school second 
language learners focus on English as Second Language (ESL) learners 
(Pearson, 1988, O'Malley, Chamot and Kupper 1989, O'Malley and Chamot 
1990), a small range of other languages (Cohen and Aphek 1981 ), and 
studies on self-regulated learning strategies in secondary education 
(Zimmerman and Pons 1986). 
The literature specifically related to Japanese as a second language is 
focused on identifying strategies in one of the four skills; listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. Uzawa and Cumming (1989) report on strategies in 
writing Japanese as a foreign language. In surveying intermediate adult 
learners of Japanese as a foreign language Uzawa and Cumming collected data 
on writing behaviours. It was reported that 
lack of vocabulary in Japanese made writing 
most difficult ... [and] ... dictionaries were of 
little assistance, since ... definitions ... were not 
clear and ... interpreting the Chinese characters 
was troublesome ... [and] ... grammar was also 
difficult (p. 180). 
This may suggest that learners of Japanese as a second language may have 
difficulty with the strategy of recombining and constructing meaningful 
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sentences using existing knowledge. Furthermore, learners may have low use 
of metacognitive skills of overviewing and linking since this strategy 
involves "previewing the basic principles and/or material . .. for an 
upcoming language activity, and linking these with" previously known 
material (Oxford 1990, p. 152). 
Moreover, Uzawa and Cumming (1989) reported that any note-taking 
was conducted in the mother tongue by students and that drafting and revising 
compositions were important aspects of their writing in Japanese. Oxford 
(1990) finds the direct strategy of "structured reviewing" as applicable to 
all four skills and for "remembering new material in the target language" and 
has a "spiral" effect when the new material is practised over and over again 
(p. 66). The findings of Uzawa and Cumming (1989) suggest that memory 
strategies may be used quite frequently by learners of Japanese as a second 
language since memory strategies help language learners cope with the 
difficulty of vocabulary learning (Oxford 1990, p. 39). Furthermore, as the 
data from Uzawa and Cumming (1989) suggest a high use of the mother 
tongue in writing Japanese one may assume that the cognitive strategies of 
translating and transferring are in frequent use among learners of Japanese 
as a second language. However, although translating "allows learners to use 
their own language as the basis for understanding ... the new language" 
(Oxford 1990, p. 84) word-for-word translating "can ... provide the wrong 
interpretation of target material" (p. 85). 
Horiba (1990) investigated comprehension processes of adult native 
speakers of Japanese and second language learners of Japanese in a university 
setting. Comprehension processes were examined where they "occur as a 
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person reads a text and what a reader remembers and recalls after the text 
has been read" (p. 190). It was found that second language learners 
whose command of the language is limited 
pay more attention to vocabulary and 
grammar than do L 1 [first language] 
readers, whose behaviour is automatic 
in such lower-level processes. They 
attend more to meaning of the text 
(p. 197). 
This may suggest a low use of Oxford's identified direct strategies of 
inferencing and elaboration on the part of second language learners of 
Japanese. Indeed Horiba noted a higher usage of inferencing and elaboration 
amongst the native speakers of Japanese. 
However, Horiba (1990) noted that frequently second language 
learners of Japanese are successful in "figuring out the meaning of 
unfamiliar vocabulary and sentences by utilizing available contextual 
information" (p. 197). This would equate with the Oxford (1990) memory 
strategies of 'creating mental linkages'. 
Horiba (1990) concluded that the classroom needs to provide activities 
that include "practicing specific strategies for vocabulary and syntax 
recognition and inference-making" (p.199). 
Identification of Key Terms and Definitions 
After reviewing the general literature the following definitions and key 
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terms were adopted for this research project. Firstly, learning a second 
language refers to the acquisition of a language other than the mother-tongue. 
From second language acquisition theory 
individuals are said to 'process' information, 
and thoughts involved in this cognitive activity 
are referred to as 'mental processes'. Learning 
strategies are special ways of processing 
information that enhance comprehension, 
learning, or retention of the information 
O'Malley and Chamot 1990, p. 2). 
The identification of 'mental' processes or 'cognitive processes' (Rubin 
1981, p. 117) that enhance language learning is an ongoing project in the 
current literature. This study accepts Rubin's view that cognitive processes 
are those general actions which contribute directly to learning and cognitive 
strategies as the specific actions which contribute directly to the learning 
process (p. 118). 
Moreover, "the process that underlies how language learners select and 
evaluate strategies in the course of learning is known as metacognition" 
(Wenden 1987, p.573). Metacognitive strategies, therefore, coordinate the 
learning process and help learners regulate their own cognition by assessing 
how they are learning and by planning for future learning (Oxford 1990, p. 
15-16). 
This view of second language learning strategies as techniques learners 
use to acquire and retain knowledge and regulate cognition is different from 
the notion that successful language learners simply have an "ear" for 
language or that individuals have an inherent ability for language 
learning(O'Malley and Chamot 1990, p. 2) or that there is little that could 
be done by the learner to improve language comprehension and memory 
(Weinstein and Underwood 1985, p. 242). 
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Chapter Three - Methodology 
Design of the Study 
The design of the study was in essence correlational. It was not possible 
to establish a cause-effect relationship between genders and year levels. Both 
quantitative and qualititative data were collected and analysed. The design 
consists of three parts: 
1 . obtaining student preferred strategies using the SILL 
2. exploring student range of strategies using a qualitative interview 
approach, and 
3. requiring student sample to maintain a diary to identify non-classroom 
strategies used. 
Sample 
Information was gathered from two sample schools (one boys' and one 
girls' school) at the secondary level. Seven boys and seven girls from Year 8 
and six boys and six girls from Year 11 participated in the research with a 
total of 26 subjects. 
Vear s 
7 
7 
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Vear 11 
6 
6 
The participants in the study were all second language learners of 
Japanese. The research identified the sample by age, sex, and as either a Year 
8 beginner or, as a continuing student in Year 11 (who had had at least three 
years study in the Japanese language). The total sample completed all three 
data collection instruments with the exception of one Year 11 male who did not 
complete the diary and interview. Three year 8 male interviews were not 
transcribed due to technical difficulties. Of the 25 students asked to complete 
the diary 19 students returned the instrument to the researcher. 
Description of the Instruments Used 
Three data collection instruments were used to gather information on 
strategies used by learners of Japanese as a second language. 
1. Survey 
2. Interview 
3. Diary 
The student sample completed a survey of preferred language learning 
strategies as part of the quantitative study. The instrument used for the 
survey was the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) - Version 
5.1 (See Appendix 3). Permission in writing was granted from the authors' 
publishers in New York for the copy and use of this survey. 
The SI LL gathered data on the sample to identify LLSs that reveal the 
range and use of strategies. The SI LL was used to classify strategies to find out 
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if any specific patterns occur related to year level and gender. Furthermore, 
the SILL is designed to elicit information about choice of strategy in 
preparation for a task, while engaging in it, and the recall or checks made 
after the task is completed. The research used the six category classification 
scheme as produced by Oxford (1990) to find out which strategies students 
use in language learning. Students were asked to rate their use of a particular 
strategy on a five point scale. The SILL took approximately 30 minutes to 
complete. 
According to Oxford (1990), versions of the SILL were used in various 
research projects to identify strategy types within the Oxford classification 
scheme. The SI LL version 5.1 used in this research consists of 80 items and is 
a revised version of a previous 121-item SILL. Although the reliability and 
validity data are yet to be assessed for version 5.1, the 121-item version of 
the SILL "had internal consistency reliability ... [of] .96 for a 1,200-person 
university sample ... content validity is .95, based on classification agreement 
between two independent raters" (Oxford 1990, p. 255). 
An individual interview (see Appendix 4) was divided into two parts 
Part 1. Classroom Settings 
Part 2. Non-classroom Settings. 
The interview was conducted with the sample to determine the range and 
variety of strategies used in both settings and to elicit any special techniques 
normally used by learners in these settings. Moreover, the interview was 
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designed to correspond with the six category classification scheme of the SILL. 
A general question to identify main strategies employed by learners was asked 
at the beginning of each part. The interview was conducted to provide 
elaboration or clarification of data collected in the SILL and to elicit 
information on classroom and non-classroom strategy use. 
Interviews were scheduled individually with the student sample at both 
schools and took approximately 20 minutes. Moreover, the students were 
interviewed on cassette tape to allow for informal interview setting and for 
the researcher to review and make appropriate notes at a later date. A 
transcription of the interviews was made afterwards to note the LLSs 
identified by each student, the class level and any special strategies subjects 
used in particular settings. 
The third instrument used in this research project was a diary that the 
students kept for a period of six weeks. The diary was used to identify the 
range of strategies used by the sample in a non-classroom setting. The 
identified strategies from the diary then provided information to help 
distinguish between strategies used in classroom and non-classroom settings. 
A set of guidelines in English (See Appendix 5) was designed by the 
researcher to ensure that the sample provided sufficient detail on strategies 
employed in a non-classroom environment. The students were required to 
complete the diary after engaging in homework and activities outside the 
classroom. 
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Data Collection Procedures 
At the beginning of the 1993 school year 26 subjects completed the SILL 
survey. The SILL was administered to each sample school separately during 
the data collection period. Permission was granted in schools for the use of 
necessary equipment and facilities. 
Upon distribution of the SILL to the sample oral instructions were 
provided. These instructions were also outlined on the survey in written 
form. Time was provided for questions. It was stressed to students that 
answers should be in terms of how well the statements describe themselves, 
and not in terms of what they think they should do or what other people think. 
The students answered each of the questions in the six categories of the 
SI LL with a response of either 1,2,3,4 or 5 to represent a rating of low to 
high use of reported strategies. The students then marked their responses on a 
separate answer sheet which was able to be detached from the SILL. The pilot 
test revealed a typing error on the SILL for the explanation of response '5'. 
This was manually corrected before copying. The pilot test also signified that 
30 minutes was sufficient time to complete the SILL. 
The students were individually interviewed at a pre-arranged time after 
the SILL was completed. The pilot test revealed that the sample in each year 
needed to complete their interviews in the same week. This was to prevent 
sample discussion of the interview and moreover, to prevent the cumulative 
effect of the sample becoming aware of what was required of them in terms of 
the other instruments. The researcher designed an interview timetable for 
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each school so that each sample year completed the interview as promptly as 
working conditions allowed. 
The researcher conducted all of the interviews and provided oral 
instructions to the sample prior to commencement. A set of questions (see 
Appendix 4) was used as a guide to elicit sample responses. The pilot study 
revealed that a column for checking questions asked was needed to prevent the 
researcher from missing any questions. This was added to the interview 
question page. Moreover, although questions were fairly clear in terms of 
understanding, it was necessary for the researcher to sometimes remind the 
sample which setting, classroom or non-classroom, was referred to in the 
question. 
In week one of the data collection period the researcher distributed to 
each student an exercise book which was used as a diary. The researcher went 
through the guidelines (See Appendix 5), as they appeared in the front of each 
diary, and time was allowed for questions from the sample. The guidelines 
addressed issues raised by the literature review on diary studies mentioned in 
earlier chapters. Pilot testing revealed that these guidelines were effective. 
The diary was maintained by students for a six week period and students met 
with the researcher each fortnight to monitor and check progress. 
Data Analysis Procedures 
The three sources of data were analysed in the following ways: 
Source One: Survey - Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) 
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Survey data were analysed via the SYSTA T statistical package and the 
following analyses were undertaken: 
1 . Frequency count for all respondents in the six categories for gender and 
year level. 
2. Mean responses for each of the six categories of memory, compensation, 
cognitive, metacognitive, affective and social. 
3. Correlation analysis using (Pearson Product Moment Coefficient) based 
on gender and respondents year level. 
4. T tests of significant difference were conducted between: 
a. genders 
b. year levels 
for each of the six strategy types in the SI LL. 
Data from the survey were analysed to determine if a significant 
relationship existed between genders and year levels. 
Source Two: Individual Interviews 
Interviews were taped and transcribed. For each interview strategies 
used by learners were grouped into the same six categories as used by the 
survey instrument. Inter rater reliability was established by an independent 
observer using the above six categories. There was 98% agreement between 
the researcher and the observer and when the observer disagreed on any 
questions discussion occurred. Only 3 responses out of the possible 80 items 
were disputed and this was resolved by negotiation. Agreement was easily 
reached. 
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Source Three: Diary 
For each diary responses were categorised according to the same six 
strategy types used in the SI LL. The diary was a structured self-report 
instrument designed for students to write about strategies employed in a non-
classroom setting. 
Limitations of the Study 
Selection of a sample from two single sex schools may mean that such 
external variables as the teacher, peers and school environment could affect 
student motivation to learn Japanese. However, the use of students from just 
two schools is deliberately limited to ensure that a thorough examination of 
the research questions was possible. 
Moreover, clearly the nature of the task undertaken by the learner will 
affect strategy choice. However, this research is not task specific and only 
identifies the range and variety of strategies employed. Thus, this variable 
was not investigated. 
Motivation and attitude of the student were excluded from the scope of 
the research as variables. However, it is important to acknowledge the 
potential of these variables for impacting on the research questions and the 
possibility of their interrelationship with identified variables of gender and 
year level. Attitude towards and motivation for learning Japanese may also 
potentially affect choice of learning strategy and range of strategies employed 
among learners. 
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Oxford and Nyikos (1989) have noted that 
motivation had a pervasive influence on the 
reported use of specific kinds of strategies, 
as well as on the degree of active involvement 
in language learning as reflected in the overall 
frequency of strategy use in general (p.295). 
It is likely that learners who are highly motivated to learn a language will 
use a variety and wider range of strategies. However, it would be difficult for 
this research to control for all the extraneous variables which may affect the 
motivation of learners to learn Japanese. 
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Chapter Four - Results and Findings 
Research Question One. 
To answer the first research question, that is, what strategies do 
learners of Japanese employ in the learning situation, the SILL has provided 
information on each of the six learning strategies: memory, cognitive, 
compensation, metacognitive, affective and social. Figure 2 shows an overall 
graph of SILL averages for each of the six categories. The graph was devised 
from Oxford's SILL graph (See Appendix 3). 
The overall average for each category indicates how frequently the LLS 
was reported by learners in general. All strategies except Affective were 
shown to be sometimes used by learners. The affective area is generally not 
used by the respondents. The most widely recorded strategies were 
compensation, metacognitive and social with an average between 2.5 and 3.4 
yet it is significant to note that there are no strategies which respondents 
always use or generally use. 
Key to understanding averages: 
Always or almost always used 4.5 to 5.0 
High 
Generally used 3.4 to 4.4 
Medium Sometimes used 2.5 to 3.4 
Generally not used 1.5 to 2.4 
Low 
Never or almost never used 1.0 to 1.4 
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Figure 2. Overall average for six strategy types. 
Subsidiary Research Question One. 
To answer the first subsidiary research question, that is, in what 
settings do learners of Japanese make use of strategies for effective learning, 
the researcher noted the range of strategies mentioned by learners in both 
classroom and non-classroom settings on the interview analysis sheet (See 
Appendix 7) and the range of strategies learners used of out class time as 
reported in the diary (See Appendix 8). The analysis revealed that direct 
strategies were favoured widely in both settings by all respondents. 
Of the memory strategies reported by the students in the interview, 
creating associations was widely favoured in class by females but not out of 
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class. Students go back to refresh their memory of previous work in and out 
of class yet structured reviewing was popular with males only during class 
time and with both genders out of class. Moreover, students reported in the 
interview using flashcards widely out of class but only females favoured this 
technique during class time and reported its frequent use in the diary. Other 
strategies favoured out of class in the interview by most students included 
making lists and placing new words in groups with similar types of words. 
An analysis of cognitive strategies in the interview revealed that 
students in class often take notes and use reference materials available to 
them. However, students do not analyse contrastively and tend not to be 
careful about translating word-for-word in the classroom. On the other 
hand, out of class students responded in both interview and diary as 
preferring to make summaries of new material. However, participating in 
activities out of class and using resources to practise the language were not 
favoured in the interview by the respondents in non-classroom settings. It is 
significant to note that students in the interview did not report using the 
technique of saying or writing new expressions repeatedly out of class yet it 
is apparent from the diary that this technique is used often to practise 
Japanese characters and new words. 
In the compensation area no strategies were reported in the diary and 
only two strategies were reported as significant in the interview: using 
contextual clues and asking others for verification. Students in class either 
used resource materials available to them or asked their teacher or other 
students to verify understanding but preferred out of class time to 
compensate for the absence of these strategies by using contextual clues when 
having difficulties in reading or listening. 
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Among the indirect strategies reported in the interview most students 
in class and all students out of class use the metacognitive strategy of 
arranging their physical environment to be conducive for learning. Out of the 
classroom female students showed preference for previewing lessons. Few 
students had study timetables to arrange their time outside class for effective 
learning. This is also true for responses in the diary with very few students 
reporting use of the above mentioned metacognitive strategies outside class. 
Affective strategies were not widely reported by Year 8s in the 
interview whereas Year 11 s reported themselves as sometimes having 
someone to talk to about their feelings and problems with language learning. 
In class students tended not to speak about problems with anyone and out of 
class only half the respondents had someone to discuss problems with. 
Neither gender or year reported any significant affective strategies in the 
diary. 
Finally, from the interview social strategies were widely favoured in 
class with students often working with others and having regular language 
partners. Out of class only female students favoured these strategies widely 
in both interview and diary. Male students tended to favour working alone 
with few males stating that they worked with other students during free 
periods at school. 
Subsidiary Research Question Two. 
In answering the second subsidiary research question, that is, what 
differences can be observed in language learning strategies based on year 
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level and gender, respondents' answers in the SILL were examined under each 
of the six categories of LLSs. A correlation analysis using the Pearson 
Product Moment Coefficient showed no consistent overall pattern between 
gender or year level (See Appendix 9). 
From the data analysed, in the direct strategy area, no relationship of 
significant difference was found within the compensation area while Year 8 
males and Year 11 males were found to be significantly different in their use 
of cognitive strategies. Significant difference was also established between 
Year 11 males and Year 11 females in memory strategies and between year 
levels within the cognitive area. On the other hand, significant difference 
occurred in all the indirect strategies of metacognitive, affective and social 
with Year 8 males and females reporting varying responses to SILL items in 
all of these indirect strategy areas. Significant difference was also reported 
between Year 8 males and Year 11 males in the above areas with the 
exception of affective strategies. 
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 the overall averages for each strategy area for 
gender and year level are shown respectively. From Figure 3 it is apparent 
that females tend to use strategies slightly more than males do with the 
greatest significance in the affective area. Between years, as seen in Figure 
4, it seems that compensation and social strategies are used more widely by 
Year 11 s than Year 8s who only sometimes use these strategies. Neither 
gender or year level has a high frequency of use of any one strategy. 
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A t test, conducted on Year 11 males and females in the 
category of memory, showed there is significant difference based on 
six cases with a probability of 0.01. Of the fifteen items in this 
category, Year 11 females reported a wider use of five SILL items 
than Year 11 males. These items were creating associations, 
creating mental images and the technique of combining within the 
memory category. Moreover, results also indicated that memory 
strategies were favoured by female respondents where three out of 
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seven females in Year 8 and Year 11 had an average frequency response 
greater than three for this strategy group whereas only one Year 8 and no 
Year 11 males responded greater than three. From the above data it is 
concluded that there is a relationship between choice of strategy in memory 
and gender within Year 11. 
In looking at cognitive strategies SILL findings show that both gender 
and year level reported frequent use of only five out of twenty five items in 
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this category that is, revising, or SILL item number 19 (19), using familiar 
words in different combinations (22), taking notes in class (32) and 
transferring (37,38). The frequency counts revealed that Year 8 females 
favoured the cognitive area the most with three out of seven students 
responding greater than three. No Year 8 males had an average frequency 
response greater than three and both genders in Year 11 did not favour 
cognitive strategies widely. 
A t test conducted on Year 8 and Year 11 males showed significant 
difference based on six cases with a probability of 0.04. Year 11 males 
reported using cognitive strategies more widely than Year 8 males. Year 11 
males showed preference for sixteen strategies in the cognitive area while 
Year 8 males only reported using eight strategies widely. The only cognitive 
strategy Year 8 males used more than Year 11 males was looking for 
similarities and contrasts between English and Japanese (36). 
A t test conducted between year levels showed significant difference 
based on 12 cases with a probability of 0.04. Closer examination of SILL 
responses indicated that Year 11 s reported a wider use of twelve cognitive 
strategies. Year Bs only reported using five strategies more widely than Year 
11 s. 
Frequency counts conducted on responses to the eight SILL items in the 
category of compensation revealed that this strategy group was favoured by 
both genders and year levels. Half of the students for both gender and year 
level had an average frequency response greater than three with one Year 8 
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female greater than four. The lowest response came from Year 8 males. T 
tests conducted in this category showed no significant difference between 
gender or year level. 
For metacognitive strategies, a t test proved significant difference 
between Year 8 males and females based on seven cases with a probability of 
0.01. Year 8 males generally responded in the SILL as not widely using the 
sixteen listed metacognitive strategies. Only two males responded with an 
average frequency response greater than three whereas six out of seven 
females responded greater than three with one female student greater than 
four. Year 8 females favoured almost all the metacognitive strategies listed in 
the SILL. 
Furthermore, a t test on Year 8 males and Year 11 males revealed 
significant difference based on six cases with a probability of 0.01. As 
reported earlier, only two out of seven Year 8 males responded with an 
average frequency response greater than three whereas five out of six Year 
11 males responded greater than three for metacognitive strategies. It seems 
that Year 11 males arrange their schedules to study and practice (53), plan 
their goals for language learning (56), plan what will be accomplished in 
language learning (57), plan for a language learning task (58), seek 
practice opportunities (60), self-monitor (62,63) and self-evaluate (64) 
their language learning much more frequently than do Year 8 males. 
In looking at the affective area, a t test showed significant difference 
between Year 8 males and females based on seven cases with a probability of 
0.01. No year 8 males responded with an average greater than three whereas 
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four out of seven females responded with an average frequency response 
greater than three with one student greater than four. Year 8 females 
preferred four out of the seven items in this category. No Year 8 males 
reported giving tangible rewards greater than a response of two, that is, the 
statement is generally not true for them. 
Both genders and year levels reported themselves as using the following 
strategies less frequently than others in this category: paying attention to 
signs of stress (69), keeping a private diary (70), and talking to someone 
about thoughts and feelings concerning language learning (71 ). 
For the social area, a t test conducted between Year 8 males and 
females showed significant difference based on seven cases with a probability 
of 0.01. Five out of seven Year 8 females had an average frequency response 
greater than three with one student greater than four, whereas only one Year 
8 male responded greater than three. Year 8 males did not favour more than 
half of the social strategies listed. 
Significant difference in the social category was also established by t 
test between males in Year 8 and Year 11 based on six cases with a 
probability of 0.01. Year 11 males reported using most of the nine strategies 
in the social area whereas Year 8 males only favoured the one strategy of 
asking the speaker to slow down, clarify, or repeat when something is not 
understood (72). 
In all of the nine listed social strategies both genders and years except 
Year 8 males responded as frequently using social strategies. The only 
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variations found were among the strategies asking questions while engaged in 
conversation (78) and asking others to correct pronunciation (74) where 
Year 11 females also reported them as not generally used or never used. 
Subsidiary Research Question Three. 
To answer the last subsidiary research question, that is, whether 
specific patterns exist among learners of Japanese as a second language in 
strategy choice, it was expected that given the nature of the Japanese 
language, and especially its three writing systems, students would have used 
the memory strategy of using flashcards more widely than reported. 
Both genders in Year 8 reported in the interview studying the hiragana 
writing system and Year 11 s report practising the kanji writing system yet 
neither gender or year level responded as widely using flashcards in the SILL 
but reported its frequent use outside of class. Moreover, only females 
favoured this technique in the diary and reported its use during class. In the 
interview Year 11 males stated that they mainly looked at their kanji and 
just wrote it out and practised drawing them while Year 8 males only 
reported their teachers use of flashcards during class. Considering the 
number of characters in both systems, 46 hiragana and approximately 100 
kanji for the Year 11 syllabus, and the possible combinations within each 
system it is surprising that this memory strategy was not widely reported. 
Furthermore, it is apparent from the interview that students do not 
have someone who understand the Japanese language to talk to and as a result 
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students tended to wait to speak to the teacher or just left what they were not 
able to complete. Students also reported that they often worked alone outside 
class and this may be due to the lack of someone who has a knowledge of the 
Japanese language to help them. Students only reported, in the interview and 
diary, their frequent use of saying or writing new expressions repeatedly 
when learning new work either by repeating words to themselves or by 
writing the work down a number of times until remembered. Moreover, in 
none of the instruments did students widely report using Japanese outside of 
the classroom. This could be the result of the lack of opportunity for 
secondary students either through the media or other areas to practise 
Japanese. In the interview only Year 8 females reported any use of practising 
Japanese among friends at school outside class time. 
Finally, as noted earlier from findings in the interview students 
preferred to verify their understanding by asking the teacher or another 
student during class time but compensated for the lack of language partners at 
home and the lack of language resource material by using contextual clues. 
Again it is apparent that students look for strategies to compensate for the 
absence of others. Compensation strategies were the most favoured strategy 
overall amongst the students in this research. 
Discussion 
The literature (Politzer 1983, Zimmerman and Pons 1986, Ehrman 
and Oxford 1988, O'Malley et al. 1989, Oxford and Nyikos 1989, O'Malley 
and Chamot 1990) noted various findings that are supported by the results of 
the present research. Zimmerman and Pons (1986) noted that high 
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achievers relied heavily on social strategies in the classroom (p. 626) and 
Oxford and Nyikos (1989) agree that social strategies are favoured by more 
experienced learners (p. 293). This may be said for all students in the 
present research where social strategies are favoured during class but it does 
not apply as strongly outside the classroom. Furthermore, findings from the 
SILL indicate significant difference between males in Year 8 and 11 in their 
use of social strategies where Year 11 s reported wider use of these 
strategies. 
Politzer (1983), O'Malley et al. (1989) and O'Malley and Chamot 
(1990) agree that the level of expertise and experience in the language may 
affect choice of strategy on the part of the learner. Thus, from the present 
research, it may be said that choice of social strategy may depend on the level 
of expertise in Japanese for males. Furthermore, when looking at the overall 
SILL averages for between years from Figure 4 it is apparent that Year 11s 
do tend to use strategies more frequently than Year 8s with the exception of 
memory strategies. 
Ehrman and Oxford (1988) also suggested that gender differences occur 
in social strategies where females use more strategies than males (p. 253). 
This is apparent in the present research especially within Year 8 where 
significant difference was found between males and females. However, overall 
SILL results, where the setting is not specific, did not show social strategies 
as favoured by either gender in Year 11. Nonetheless, it is apparent from 
interview and diary findings that females favour social strategies more than 
males outside the classroom. 
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From the literature specifically related to Japanese, Uzawa and 
Cumming (1989) noted that dictionaries were of little assistance to Japanese 
learners because definitions were not clear (p. 180). Such cognitive 
strategies and the use of reference materials have been reported by 
respondents in this research project through the interview and diary as used 
only during class with SILL findings revealing that all except Year 8 males 
used this technique widely. 
It was further suggested by this researcher in the literature review 
that learners of Japanese as a second language may have difficulty with the 
cognitive strategy of recombining and constructing meaningful sentences 
using existing knowledge since "lack of vocabulary ... made writing most 
difficult" (Uzawa and Cumming 1989, p. 180). However, the SILL results 
showed these two cognitive strategies as widely used by Year 11 s and Year 8 
females. Considering cognitive strategies were the least favoured direct 
strategy in the SILL this is unexpected. 
Moreover, this researcher also suggested that there would be 
difficulties with metacognitive strategies such as previewing since this 
strategy also required learners to link with previously known material. SILL 
results indicated that previewing the language lesson is only popular with 
Year 8 females. This is also indicated in the interview where only females 
showed preference for this strategy. 
Further findings of Uzawa and Cumming (1989) suggested that memory 
strategies would be frequently used by learners of Japanese since these 
strategies help in the retention of vocabulary. Overall SILL findings indicate 
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that memory strategies are only sometimes used by all learners except Year 
11 males who generally do not use these strategies at all. The most widely 
reported memory strategy in all three instruments was saying and writing 
new work repeatedly. 
Furthermore, it was suggested earlier in this research project that the 
cognitive strategies of translating and transferring might be used often 
following Ugawa and Cumming's suggestion of the high use of the mother 
tongue when writing Japanese. The SILL findings of this research show that 
students do use the strategies of translating and transferring but students are 
not cautious about translating 'word-for-word' except in Year 11. It was 
reported by most students in the interview that in class they usually 
translate into English whatever task is at hand. However, all students in the 
SILL reported using caution when transferring phrases or concepts directly 
from one language to another. 
Finally, Horiba (1990) noted the frequent use by second language 
learners of the strategy of using contextual clues. As mentioned earlier in 
this chapter this compensation strategy was reported as widely used only 
outside class whereas in the classroom students preferred to ask someone or 
use reference materials available. 
Conclusion 
This research project used the three instruments survey, interview 
and diary to elicit the range of strategies employed by learners of Japanese as 
a second language in secondary education. The survey provided overall 
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information on strategy choice while the diary and interview specified 
strategy choice within classroom and non-classroom settings. 
This research has demonstrated through the SILL that strategies in the 
affective area are those used least by students while compensation, 
metacognitive and social strategies are the most widely employed. Of all the 
possible strategies listed no one strategy is always or almost always used in 
the learning situation. 
The interview and diary demonstrated that students employ different 
strategies in class and outside the classroom with social strategies the most 
significant in that females . do employ these more widely than males. Such 
findings suggest the need for further research outside the classroom among 
learners of Japanese as a second language in secondary education. 
Furthermore, it would be interesting to discover if there are any specific 
patterns amongst learners of Japanese that make them different from other 
second language learners. This research uncovered some data on this question 
among learners of Japanese as a second language but further work is 
required. 
Research of this kind and further research expands current thought in 
language learning strategy research and provides valuable information to the 
wider educational field in the area of Japanese teaching and learning. In 
summation, it is hoped that with the information provided in this research on 
the strategies employed by learners of Japanese as a second language in 
secondary school that teachers will be helped to develop an awareness of the 
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range of strategies employed and under utilised by learners and provide 
foundation for assisting unsuccessful students in the use of learning 
strategies in second language acquisition. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 
Glossary of Strategy Names as devised by Oxford et al. (1989a), "Research on 
Language Learning Strategies: Methods, Findings, and Instructional Issues", 
The Modern Language Journal. 73, 4, p. 404. 
Cognitive strategies 
Memory Strategies 
Compensation Strategies 
Communication Strategies 
Metacognitive Strategies 
Affective Strategies 
Social Strategies 
skills that involve manipulation or 
transformation of the language in some direct 
way, e.g., through reasoning, analysis, note 
taking, functional practice in naturalistic 
settings, formal practice with structures and 
sounds, etc. 
techniques specifically tailored to help the 
learner store new information in memory 
and retrieve it later. 
behaviours used to compensate for missing 
knowledge of some kind, e.g., inferencing 
(guessing) while listening or reading, or 
using synonyms or circumlocution while 
speaking or writing. 
typically taken to mean only those 
compensation strategies used while speaking; 
however, communication occurs in the three 
other language skill areas (reading, listening, 
and writing) as well as in speaking, so the 
popular term communication strategies is a 
misnomer. 
behaviours used for centering, arranging, 
planning, and evaluating one's learning. These 
"beyond-the-cognitive" strategies are used to 
provide "executive control" over the learning 
process. 
techniques like self-reinforcement and 
positive self-talk which help learners gain 
better control over their emotions, attitudes, 
and motivations related to language learning. 
actions involving other people in the language 
learning process. Examples are questioning, 
cooperating with peers, and developing 
empathy. 
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Appendix 2 
Learning Strategies and their Definitions in O'Malley et al. (1990), Le a rn in q 
Strategies in Second Language Acquisition, p. 137-139. 
Cognitive strategies in\'olvc inter:icting with the m:1teri,1l to be learned, m:iniµ-
ulating the materi,il ment:illy or phrsic:illy, or apµl)·ing a specific technique to 
a learning task. 
1. Repetition: Reµeacing a chunk of lang11;15e (a word or phr:isc) in the course 
of performing ,1 l:111g11agc r:isk. 
2. Resourcing: Using a\':iil:ible reference sources of information about che 
target bng113gc, including dictionaries, textbooks, :ind prior work. 
3. Grouping: Ordering, cbssifying, or labeling material used in a l:inguagc 
task based on common attributes; recalling information b.,sed on grouping 
previously done. 
4. Note taking: \'hiring down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, 
gra·phic, or numerical form to :issist performance of a l:ingu:ige t:isk. 
5. Deductio11!/1Jductio1:: Consciously applying learned or self-developed rules 
to produce or underst:ind the target language. 
6. Substit11tio:1: Selecting :ilrernative :ipproaches, revised plans, or different 
words or phrases co ;;.ccomplish :i language task. 
7. Elaboration: Rel:ning new information to prior knowledge; relating dif-
ferent parts of new information to each ocher; m:iking meaningful personal 
associations to inform:1tion presented. This has been coded in the think-
aloud data in che following w:iys: 
a. Personal elaboration: ~faking judgments :ibout or reacting personally 
to the materi:il presented. 
b. World elabor:ition: Using knowledge gained from experience in the 
world. 
c. Academic elaboration: Using knowledge gained in academic situations. 
d. Betwew parts elaboration: Relating parts of the task to each other. 
e. Questioning elaboration: Using a combination of questions and world 
knowledge to br:iinstorm logical solutions to a task. 
£. Self-eval:iatiL·e elaboration: Judging self in relation to materials. 
g. CrentiL·e elaboracion: Making up a story line, or adopting a clever 
perspective. 
h. Imager)': Using mental or actual pictures or visuals to represent infor-
mation; coded as a separate category, but viewed as a form of 
elaboration. 
8. Summari;;ation: :\faking a mental or written summary of language and 
information presented in a task. 
9. Translation: Rendering ideas from one language to another in a relatively 
verbatim manner. 
10. Transfer: Using previously acquired linguistic knowledge to facilitate a 
language task. 
11. Inferencing: Using available information to guess the meanings or usage of 
unfamiliar language items associated v,:ith a language task, to predict out· 
comes, or to fill in missing information. 
Social and affective strategies involve interacting with another person to assist 
learning or using affective control to assist a learning task. 
1. · Questioning for clarification: Asking for explanation, verification, rephras· 
ing, or examples about the material; asking for clarification or verification 
about the task; posing questions to the self. 
2. Cooperation: Working together with peers to solve a problem, pool infor-
mation, check a learning task, model a language activity, or get feedback 
on oral or written performance. 
3. Self-talk: Reducing anxiety by using mental techniques that make one feel 
competent to do the learning task. 
4. Sel{-reinforcemen t: Providing personal motivation by arranging rewards 
for oneself when a language learning activity has been successfully 
completed. 
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Appendix 2 {continued) 
Metacognitive str:mgies involve thinking about che lcuning process, pbnning 
for learning, monitoring the learning cask, and evaluating how well one has 
learned. 
1. Planning: Previewing the organizing concept or principle of an 
anticipated learning task (11d1..•,111ce org1111izatio11); proposing strategics for 
handling an upcoming task; generating a plan for the pans, sequence, 
main ideas, or language functions to be used in handling a task 
(orga11i;:atio11al plamii1:g). 
2. Directed attention: Deciding in advance to attend in general to a 
learning task and to ignore irrelevant discractors; maintaining attention 
during task execmion. 
3. Selective atte11tio11: Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of 
language input or situational details that :issisc in performance of a cask; 
attending to specific aspects of language i11puc during cask execution. 
4. Self-management: Understanding the conditions that help one 
successfully accomplish language tasks and arranging for the presence of 
those conditions; controlling one's language performance co maximize 
use of what is alreadv known. 
5. Self-monitoring: Che~king, verifying, or correcting one's comprehension 
or performance in the course of a langu:ige task. This has been coded in 
the think-alouds in the following ,vays: 
a. Comprehension monitoring: checking, verifying, or correcting one's 
understanding. 
b. Production monitoring: checking, verifying, or correcting one's 
language production. 
c. Auditory monitoring: using one's "ear" for the language (how 
something sounds) to make decisions. 
d. Visual monitoring: using one's "eye" for the language (how 
something looks) to make decisions. 
e. Style monitoring: checking, verifying, or correcting based upon an 
internal stylistic register. 
f. Strategy monitoring: tracking use of how well a strategy is working. 
g. Plan monitoring: cracking how \\·ell a plan is working. 
h. Double-check monitoring: tracking, across the task, previously 
undertaken acts or possibilities considered. 
6. Problem identificat:"011: Explicitly identifying the central point needing 
resolution in a task or identifying an aspect of the task that hinders its 
successful completion. 
7. Self-evaluation: Checking the outcomes of one's own language 
performance against an internal measure of completeness and accuracy; 
checking one's language repertoire, strategy use, or abiliry co perform the 
cask lit hand. This has been coded in the think-alouds as: 
a. Production evaluation: checking one's work when the cask is finished. 
b. Performance evaluation: judging one's overall execution of the cask. 
c. Ability evaluation: judging one's abiliry to perform the cask. 
d. Strategy evaluation: judging one's strategy use when the task is 
completed. 
e. Language repertoire evaluation: judging how much one knows of the 
L2, at rhe word, phrase, sentence, or concept level. 
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ADpendix a 
AppendixB 
Strategy Inventory for 
Language Learning (SILL) 
Version for English Speakers Learning a 
New Language 
So.itesy lnvenio:-y for Lmi;uai;e Lca.miniz (SILL) 
Version S. l 
(c) R. Oi!ord. l 9~9 
Di;i;ctions 
'.fhc S"f'R;A TEGY INVENTORY FOR U8GUA~E LEARNING (Sll..L) is designed 10 i;ather 
mfonnauon about how y~u. as a srudcni of a foreign or second languai;c. i;o about k..unini; I.hat 
IMguagc. On the following pages. you w1!1 find smcmcnis related 10 lc:a.rning a new lansuai;c 
Pieasc read each statement,. O_n the scpa..'"2:e ans.,.·cr sheet. ma:-k 1hc response (I, 2. 3. 4, or S) ·tha1 
tells how true the statement 1s in terms of wh~t vou ?P11allv do when yc11 arc: jcjlmipg the new 
langy;igc. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Never or almost never :rue of me 
Generally not tr'JC of me 
Somewhat :rue of me 
Generally ::-uc of me 
Always or almost a.lw:iys true of me 
Never or a!mo~1 nevq t01c of me mcaJ'\s 1..'m 1..lie s1.a11:men1 is very ruel>' true of you: th:it is. you 
do lhc behavior which is described in the sa1cmen1 only in very rare 1ns1.3.nc:cs. Q.enc:AllX nor P)Jc of me mea.."ls that the su1emen1 is usually not true of you: that is. you do the 
behavior which is described in the sutement less thaJ"I hair 1he lime, but more than in very 
rare insw,ces. 
Somewhat JDIC: pf me means lhat lhe m.:ement is true of you about ha.I! the lime: that is, sometimes 
rou do the behavior which is described i.n the statement. aJ"ld sometimes you don't, and these 
ins11nces tend to o::cur with about equal frequency. . · 
Qr:nc11llv vve Q!me me.ans lhat the sta1emem is usually true of you: lhat is, you do the behavior 
which is dcsaibcd in the statement mo:-c tha.n ha.I! the time. 
6lrnoSJ or never t,vc o( me means that the sa1emcnt is true of you in almost all ci.n::u."llstanccs: 1h:1t 
is. you almost always do the behavior which is described in the sr..a1ement. · . 
Use the sep2.121e Worksheet for recording your answers and for scoring. Answer in tcnns of how 
wcU thi: smcment describes you, not in 1crms of what you lhink you should do. or what other 
people do. AJ'lswer in reference to the la.nguage you ui now !urning (or 1he lani;ua.i;e you most 
rcccnlly learned). There are no right or wrong responses 10 1hesc sr..atcmenu. Work carefully but 
quickly. You will score the Sll.L yourself using lhe anached Worksheet. On the Worksheet. 
"'Tile your name. lhe date, a.nd the la.ngua.i;e le.uned. 
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When lc.aming new mue:ial ••. 
13. I review of1CZ1. 
14. I scllcdulc my revicwini; so Lhal lhc review sessions arc initi&lly close 1osclhcr in time and 
J;T3dually become more widely spread apan. 
1 S. I go back LO refresh my memory of lhing:s I lc.amcd much earlier. 
I • Ne -.:r or aJ rnos1 nc -.:r ll'\Jc ot me 
2. Oct,cnJly nol ll'\Jc of me 
3. Somewhat ave of me 
4 . G c."l<nll y i:n,c of me 
S. Always or almost always we of me 
(Wriic answc:s on Worl:.shec.i) 
16. I say or wriLC new c1pn:.ssions repe.aicdly LO prxtice lllcrn. 
17. I imiwc lhc way iutive spcual wk. 
18. I read a sv,ry or dialogue scvcru timc:.s until I c.an undcrswid ii. 
19. I revise whal I wriic in lhe new 12nguage 10 improve my writing. 
20. I practice Lhc sounds or alphabet of lhc new 12n&.:.age. 
21. I use idloms or olhcr routinc:.s in lhc new 12nguage. 
22. I use familiar -..-ords in di!fc:cn1 rombinations 10 ma.l:.e new scn:.cnccs. 
23. I initiaLC conversations in lhe new langu.agc. 
24. I wuch TV shows or movic:.s or 1is1cn 10 lhe radio in Lhc new language. 
25. I uy LO lhin.1: in lhe new la:,gu.age. 
26. I aucnd and pan:ic.ipaic in out-of-dus evcnLS where lhc new language is spolccn. 
27. I read for pica.sure in lhe new langu.agc. 
28. I write personal noLCS. messagc:.s, leu.crs, or reports in Lhc new language. 
29. I wm Lhc ruding pusagc nm 10 gc.t lhe main idca. lhcn I go baclc and read ii more cucfully. 
30. I seek specific dc.lails in what I hear or read. 
31. I use rdcru,ce malUials such as glossa:ies or dicLionaric:.s LO help mc use lhe new language. 
32. I Lake no1cs in cl.us in lhe ncw language. 
33. I make summaric:.s of new language maic:ial. 
34. I apply gcnc:nl rulcs LO new siLualions when using Lhc language. 
3S. I ruid lhe mcanin& of a word by dividing lhe word inLO paru which I undcrswid. 
36. I look for similanlics and cona-asLS berwWI lhe new language and my own. 
37. I rry 10 undcrswld what I have heard or rcad wil.hou1 D"&nslalinJ: it word,for,word inLO my 
own lani;u.&£~ 
38. I am c.autious about iransferrin& words or conceP'.S dircclly from my languai:e 10 lhe new 
languag~ 
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EXAMPLE 
I. Never or almost never true of me 
2. Generally not true of me 
3. Somewhat true of me 
4. Gcnc::-ally true of me 
5. Always or almost always true of me 
~cad the item, and choose a response (1 through 5 as above), and write it in the space after the 
uem. 
I actively seek out opponunities 10 ulk with native speakers of 
the new language. -----
You ha\'e just completed the example item. Answer the rest of the items on the Worksheet. 
Strategy ln\·entory for Language Learning 
Version 5.1 
(C) R. 01(ord. 1969 
I. Ne,·er or almost ric:ver uve o( me 
:?. Geric:r.Jly not uve or me 
3. Somewhat :rue or me 
4. Generally true or me 
5. Always or almost always true of me 
When le:imini: ~ new "-"Ord •.. 
I. I ttc.11.e associations between new material and what I already know. 
2. I put lhe new word in a sent.enc.c so I can remember it. 
3. I plxe lhe new word in a i;roup wilh olhcr words Iha! are similar in some way 
(for e:11ample, words related IO cloL.t'.ini:. or rc:nininc nouns). 
4. I assoc:iat.e lhc sound of lhc new word wilh lhe sound or a familiar word. 
·5. I use rhyming 10 remember it. 
6. I remember lhe word by ma.l:ing a clear mental image of it or by drawing a pict=. 
7. I visualize lhc spelling of lhe new word in my mind. 
8. I use a combination of sounds and images io n:membcr lhe new word. 
9. I list all lhe other words 11:now Iha! are n:Lat.ed 10 lhe new word and draw lines IO show r'elauo_nships. 
I 0. I remember where lhe new word is locat.ed on the page, or whue I rant saw or h=d iL 
11. l u~ n:i.shc:irds wilh lhc new word on one si~c and lhc definition or oi..'icr infor:r.a:ion on lhe 01..'icr. 
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I. Never 0( almost never !TUC or me 
2. Gcncn.lly no11rUc o! me 
3. Somewhat true o( me 
4. Gc:>cn.lly !TUC o{ me 
S. Always or almost always u.,c o( me 
(Writ.e a.nsw= on Woricshcc.1) 
40. I develop my own unde~ul\ding or how Lhc lansu.asc works. evu, if sometimes I have 
IO revise my unclcrsw,ding based on new infornution. 
41. When I do nOl undc.rsw,d a.ll 1.'le words I rud oc hat. I guc.ss Ille gcncn.l mc.aning by 
w.ing any clue I c.an find, for c.umplc, clues from Lhe contu.l or si1u.a1ion. 
42, I read without looking up,-cvay un(a.mili.u woro. 
43, In a convcn.ation I antlcipat.c what the ouic.r person is i;oi.ng IO $.IY based on what has 
bc.c::n said $0 rar. 
44. If I &m speaking 111d u.nnot lhink or Lhe rii;hl exprcuion, I use i;cswres or swiu:h bacl: 
IO my own Language momcni..a.rily. 
4S, I a.sl:: the other pcnon IO iell me Lhe right word if I c:.a:mol Llunk or it in a conversation. 
46. '\Vhcn I c:.aMOl L'linl:: o{ the correct ciprcssion 10 say or writ.e, I r111d a different way IO 
c.xprcsl lhe idea; for c.u.-nplc, I use a synon)·m or de.scribe Lhc idc.a. 
47. J rn,.u up new words i! I do not blow Lhc right ones. 
48, I di."CCI the conversation 10 a 1opic for "'·hich 11:now Lhc worcis. 
4 9, I preview the lansuai;e Jes30n 10 gel a gcnc.--al idea of what ii is about, how it is organized, 
and how ii rcla.tcs IO what I al.scad y blow, 
50, When $0mconc is spaldng Lhe new lan~gc, I try 10 conccn1n1c on what the pc.-son 
is saying and pul unrcwed topics out of my mind. 
SI, I decide in adva.-,cc IO pay sp::cial a.11:.ntion IO ~ific La.~£'1)2ge aspe.cu: roe eumplc, I 
focus the way native spukcrs pronounc:c ecru.in sounds. 
S2. I rry 10 find out all I c.a.n about how IO be a belier lani;uagc learner by rc.ading book.s or 
anicles. or by Wking wiLh oLhcrs about how IO lca:n. 
S3. I ll'l'lllgc my schedule IO study and practice lhe new language consist.cntly, not jun when 
lhcrc is Ille press= of a t.eSt. 
S4. I am.n~ my physii:al uivi:onmc:n IO promet.e learning: for ir.sw-.cc, I find a quiet. 
comfonable pbec IO review. 
SS. I orpnize my language notc.bool: IO rccon! impoN.111 langu.ge information. 
56. I plan my i:oals for lani;uai;c le.a.mini:, (or ir.siance, how prolicienl I wa11110 become 0/' 
how I might want 10 use lhc la.ngua ge in the long run. 
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I. Nevu or almost never true or me 
2. Genera.JI)· nol true o( me 
3. Somewhat true or me 
4. Gcnc.ra.JI >" ITUC or me 
S. Always or almost al"'·ays ltue of me 
(Write answe!l on Won:shc.1:1) 
57. I plan wha1 I am &oins IC accomplish in lancua&e le.amine c.ach day or c.ach wc.:k. 
58. I prepare for an upcomins 1.ansua&e taSlc (such :u &ivins a Lalk in lhe new l.ni;uai;c) by 
by considerins lhe rawre of lhe taSlc, what I have IC know, and my cunen1 J3ni;uase skills. 
59. I clc.a:ly identify 1he purpose o( the lan&uace activi1y: for inswice, in a listen ins wk I 
might nc.ed to Lis= for lhe &enera.J idc.a or for specific facu. 
60. I take responsibilily for lindins opportunities 10 practice lhe new lani;uai;e. 
61. I actively look for people with whom I c.an speak lhe new lansuasc. 
62. I try IC notice my 1.anguai;e cno!l and rind out lhe reasons for 1hem. 
63. I lum from my mistakes in usir.s lhe new lani;uate, 
64. I evalualC lhe &enc.ra.J pro~= I h.a vc made in learnins 1he lantu3&C, 
tS. I try 10 relu "'·he.never I re.cl anx.ious aboul using lhe :,cw !anguai;e. 
66. I make encoun&ins sia1ements 10 myself so that I ..... ,II con~nue 10 tr}' hard and do ml' 
best 111 1.ani;uai;,e learnins. 
67. 1 acti,·ely cn:ounse myself to take wi~ nsks in 1.ansuase lc:irnmi;, s~h as i;uessini; 
mc.anin&s or trying 10 speak, even thou&h I m1i;h1 make some mistakes. 
68. I &he my~lf a t.a.~gible :~11.·ard when I have done some1h1n; "·ell in my lantu36e lc.'.!.·,u~s-
69. I pay a11enoon 10 physical sisns or stress lhal migh1 affc.ct my lantuai;e lc.:im,ni;. 
70. I kc.cp a pri,·ate c!Jary or journal "'·here I "''"IC my fc.chnss ,t:>out lan~l!Z;;e Jc.3..,,,ns. 
71. I ulk 10 someone I tNst about my a:liwdes and fc.chnts conccmins lhe 1.ansuase lcarnins process. 
72. lf I do no11.1.~derswid, I :uk lhe s;,eaker 10 sic"'' do.,.·n, rcpc:.a:. or c!.i:if)' what .. -a.~ s:1Jd. 
i3. I a.sl: o~'ler people to '"crify lh3t I h3vc understood or S3id some:h,ni; torTe:llr. 
74. I :ul: other people 10 correct my pronunciauon. 
75. I work with other languasc lc.amers to practicc. rev,c .. ·• or share :nformauon. 
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288 STRATEGY INVENTORY FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING 
I. Never or almost never INC o( me 
2. Generally no11rue of me 
3. Somcwh:11 u-uc of me 
4. GCJ'lcrall y ITUC o( me 
S. Al,.·ays or almou always u-ue of me 
(Write answc.n on Worbhoc:1) 
77. When I am r.aJ.kjng with a native SJ)Cllcr.111)' 10 lei him or her know whCJ'l I need help. 
78. In conversation with others in Lhe new lansuasc. I ask question£ in order 10 be as involved as pos.sible a.~d 
10 show I am intcrcsl.C.d. 
79. I try 10 learn about Lhe cultu:c of the pla~ where Lhc new lani;uase is spoken. 
80. I Jl3Y close au.cntion 10 Lhe Lhoushu and Cc.clin&s of other people with whom I in1.crac1 in Lhc new lansuase. 
Your Name ------------------- Date ---------
Language Learned Now or Most Rc:.cenlly --------------------
Worhhc:c:t for An~wcring and Scoring 
the Strategy lnvemorv for Language Learnjne <SU.Ll 
Version 5.1 (c) R. 0:i.ford, 1989 
1. Write your response 10 each item (that is, write I,:?, 3, 4, or 5) in each of the blanks, 
which arc numbered to correspond 10 each item on the SILL. 
2. Total each column and put the result on the line marked "SlJ}.1". 
3. Divide by the number under '"SUM" 10 pro,idc an average for c.3Ch column. Round 
1his av:ragc off to the nearest 1en1h, as in 3.4. Because the only possible respon~c 
for a SILL item is I, 2, 3, 4, or 5, your averai;e across items for each pan of the · 
Sll.L should be be:-wccn 1.0 and 5.0. You can make sure your fiiS\,lring is correct by 
checking whether your average for each pan is within trc range of 1.0 to 5.0. 
4. Calculate your overall average. To do this, add up all the SUMS for the different 
pans or the Sll..L. This will give you 1hc total raw score. Divide by 80. the number of 
items on the Sll..L. This will give you the overall average. which should be within 
the range or 1.0 and 5.0. 
5. When you have complcte.d Lhis Worksheet, your 1c.acher will give you the Prorile or 
resultS on the Stntegy Inventory for Language Learning {SILL). Transfer your averages 
(for each pan and for the whole Sll.L) from the Worksheet 10 the Profile in order 10 obt.ai:1 
an in1erpre1ation or your Sll..L results. 
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STRATEGY INVENTORY FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING 289 
SILL Workshei;;t (continued) 
Version S.1 
(c) R. O:rJord, 1989 
f.an..t. f:an..B. ~ . b.!1...12 fAo...E f.an...E Whole so 1 
I. 16. __ 41. __ 49. __ 6S. __ 72. __ SUM Pan A 
2. __ 17. __ 42. __ so. __ 66. __ i3. __ SUMPa.n B --
3. __ 18. __ 43. __ SI. __ 67. __ i4. __ SUMPanC __ 
4. __ 19. __ 44. __ 52. __ 68. __ iS. __ SUMPanD __ 
s. __ 20. __ 4S. __ S3. __ 69. __ i6. __ SUMPanE __ 
6. __ 21. __ 46. __ 5,4. __ iO. __ ii. __ SUM Pa.nF __ 
,. __ 22. __ 4i. __ 55. __ ii. __ i8. __ 
8. __ 23. __ 48. __ S6. __ i9. __ 
9. __ 24. __ 57. __ 80. __ 
10._ 25. __ S8. __ 
11._ 26. __ 59. __ 
12._ 27. __ 60. __ 
13._ 28. __ 61. __ 
14._ 29. __ 62. __ 
15._ 30. __ 63. __ 
31. __ 64. __ 
32. __ 
33. __ 
3,4. __ 
35. __ 
36. __ 
37. __ 
38. __ 
39. __ 
40. __ 
SUM __ SUM __ SUM __ SUM __ SUM __ SUM __ SUM __ 
71S•~ 725• __ 78• __ 716• __ ..:. i. 
. --
-;9• __ 
..:. 80• 
·covERAiI' 
AV'ERAGEi 
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290 STRATEGY INVENTORY FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING 
Your Name ----------------- Date 
1..a.nguage Learned Now or Most Recently 
Profile of Rc<u)t< on L'1e Stra1ci:v !nventm· for Lancuage Learning {S!LLl 
Version S.I 
(c) R. O,fon:l, 1989 
You will be given this Profile aftcT you have completed the Worksheet for Answering and 
Scoring the Stntcgy Inventory for Language Le.a.ming (Sll.L). This Profile will summarize vour 
results on Sll.L a.nd s.how the kinds of strategics you use in learning a new language. P1ca<c· note 
that there m; no righ1 or "'1P0f rn<wtr:s 2nd no ""be<!" avcracc <cor:ts for each Pi!O, since people 
learn languages differently. 
To complete L'us Profile, transfer your averages for c:.ach pan of the Sll..L. and for the 
whole Sll..L, from the WorkshccL 
fill What Sll'j!1cfies An: Coyrn.d Your Average on Thi( Pm 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Bs:mcmbqjnc Vro; Ef[t.qivtJy: Groupin,: =king :a.sso:i.'!uons: 
pbc:ing new "'OCUS inlO a c.oni.c,.t IO rtmCT,bcr thc.m: using ima,e')'. 
sounds, sound· .c>d -i n-.a gc can bi nations. actioru, cu:. in 0< dct 10 
remember new c.x~ r,;viewing in a s:ruaured way; going back 
lO revic;w er l.ic.t n-..u.c:ri.;J. 
Uring Yw Mc;;,w f'nxrw<: Rcpc.wng: p:-xucing wiL'i sounruo and 
writing sy=ms: i::sing fonnulu and paucm.s: =-ombining f:a.miliar 
ilcms in new "-"ays: pn,:ticing I.he new b.~~e in a vazieiy of 
authentic siwations involving I.he four slr.ills (listening. rc.ading. 
spcal:ing, a.'">d "'"Ling): wmming and sc.aMing LO get I.he idc.a 
quickly; usin& r,;fc,u,::.e rc.s:::,un:,:::; w:ing notes: sumnu.-iti.~s: ru.soning 
dc.duaiYCty (applying gc."\C7.l Nlcs): a.na.lytin; expressions: aN1)7.ing 
contn.Stivcly ,u can~"'UOnS willl :a.nolhc.r wigu.:ige: being cautious about 
wo,1-for.,..·o,j ln.l'lS!.ui.~g .>.~d d.irect tnnsfc.-s Crom .nO<.hct l.a.ngu.agc; locl-..ins 
Cot langua.g e pa o.c:n~ ad justi:i g your undcrsW>di n g ac.cor dins 10 ne"' 
information. 
Compensating [pr Mi~io• KnowJe,dgc: Us,r.g a.JI pos.s,ble clues 10 guess 
Ille mc.anini; of wlut il hc.ard or read in I.he new langu.:ige: C")·tng 10 
undcnwid I.he oYC"all mcarw, g a.nd no( no:: c.ssazi I y every s, n gle word: find u, g 
ways LO gel I.he message aaos..s in spc.king or ,.,;ting despite limited 
b>owlcdge of I.he new Lansu.age: for ins:a=. using gestu:c.s, sw,:ching to 
your own Lang-..:age momcnu.rily, using a rynonym or dc.scn;,uon. coining 
new words. 
Orgnizjng l.?d Ev1Ju2ting Your Lamioc: Overview1r.g and lir.l:ing WIUI 
nwaiaJ you al:udy 1:Jio,.·: deciding in gc.~cn.J 10 pay w.c:,tion; deciding LO 
pay 111.enr.iOl'l lO specific dewls: fmdini; out ho"' langu.:ige lc.arnmi; works: 
amancinc 10 le.am (schedule, environmen1. no1.ebool:): s.eLcni; goa.Js and 
objc.er.ivcs; i~ntifyinc Ille pw;,osc of a tani;u.:ige 1.1sl:: plann,r.g for a 
language t.lSl:: finding pnctic.c opponun1LJcs: noucing and le.a.ming !:om 
your crron: evalu.acng your pr~. 
Maoarioc Yem EmP11Pm: Lowering yow anr.ie1y; cncowagi.rtg yours.elf 
tlvoush ?C)Sttivc s1.a1.ements: t.1lr.Jng risl:.s wisely: rewardmg yo=lf: 
noting physical s11c.ss: keeping a lanE"Uase tc.arning diary: wki:ig willl 
someone about your fe.clings/annudc.s. 
I.urning wjLb OL')crs: Asltin& questions for clar1Cieauon or ,·trificaLJon: 
aslcing ror c.o:-ncLJon: coopc~r.ing w,lll pcus: coopcm.ing "'''L~ proficient 
uscn or lhc new Language; developing cul:u~I awareness: txx:ommg 111,·are 
or olhc:s' lhou,hts and rcclini;s. 
YOUROVERAl.J...AY~RAGE 
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High 
Mcdiwn 
Low 
STRATEGY INVENTORY FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING 291 
Version 5.1 
(c) R. Oxforo. 1989 
Key IA Vroa::rundior Your 6,:s;om 
AJwa)"s 0< almost always used 
Sometimes used 
Get1enlly no< used 
Never OC' almost nevu used 
Graph Your 6rs:rm;< Herc 
4.5 10 5.U 
3.5 •o 4,4 
2.5 10 3.4 
1.5 10 2.4 
1.0 10 1.4 
lf you want.. you can make a ~ph of your Sil.L averagc.s. WNt docs Lhis gr.1ph icll you? Ase you vr:ry 
high or very low on any pu1? 
5.0 -
4.5. 
4.0 · 
3.5 • 
3.0 · 
2.5 • 
2.0 · 
I.S • 
1.0. -----------------------------------A B C. l2 r. E Your 
Rcmcmbc.rin, Using Compcnsuing O:ganiz.ing Mua,ini Lu.-ni.n& O•cr•ll 
more your !or and your wnh Avcra;c 
c!fccti-.ly mcnuJ miuir:g t\.'aluuing cmoiicns othcu 
processes blow led gt your 
learning 
)','hgt D>w Avmrcs MC2D 10 You 
The overall average indica1.es hgw frr,quently vou us; IU!s:uerc Jwnjne sn1cgics jn rcnmJ. The ave.rages 
for c.ach pait of lhe Sil.L show whjeh croup• oC m1crics you ICDd IP use lbc roos1 in lc.arnini: a new language. 
You might find !hat lhe avcr.gcs for each pan of lhc Sll.L arc more useful lhan your ovei.11 averai:e. 
Optimal use of language learning strategics depends on your age, personality. s1.21:e of l:insuai:e leamins, 
pU!j)Osc for lc.arnin£ lhe lani;uase, previol!l experience, and other factors. Nevcnheless, !here may be some languai:e 
!urning sin1egics 1h11 you arc not yet usini: which mii:ht be beneficial 10 you. Ask your teacher for more. 
information on lansuage learning stnte£ies. 
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Appendix 4 
Interview 
I am going to ask you questions about what you do at school in your Japanese 
classroom and at home or outside the classroom. Answer them as truthfully as 
possible. 
Firstly let's look at your classroom work. 
Classroom Checkv' 
What do you do in the classroom to help you learn Japanese? 
Memory 
1 . Imagine your teacher has given you a new word to learn ... 
What do you do in class to remember the word? 
Cognitive 
1. In class when learning this new word in Japanese what use do 
you make of 
(a) English? 
( b) Roomaji? 
2. Do you use the dictionary or vocab list often in class? When? 
3. When you listen or read Japanese in class do you translate into 
English to help you understand? 
Compensation 
1 . In class when reading or listening to Japanese and you come 
across something you are unsure of what do you do? 
- 6 2 -
Metacognitive CheckJ 
1 . When your teacher is talking about Japanese grammar 
what do you do to help you learn and remember it? 
2. Do you always sit in the same spot in class? 
Why? 
Affective 
1 . In class when you have difficulty how do you feel? 
2 . What do you do to overcome this? 
1 . In class do you ask your friends to help you with something 
difficult? 
Why? 
L At Home/Non-classroom 
What do you do at home or out of the classroom to help you learn 
your Japanese? 
Memory 
1 . Do you use pictures at home or out of class to help you learn 
your vocab or characters? 
When? Why? 
What sort of flashcards are they?/ For what purpose?/ 
Describe them. 
(What sort of material do you use?) 
2. Do you make lists of any kind to help you learn your 
Japanese? 
3. Do you place new words in lists with similar types of words? 
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Cognitive Check/ 
1 . Do you watch any Japanese programs on TV or at the movies or 
elsewhere? 
2. Do you use your Japanese outside of the classroom in any way 
other than for things related to school? 
Where? For what purpose? 
3. At home do you summarize what you did in class that day for 
revision? 
How? (For tests?) 
Compensation 
1 . While you are studying or doing your Japanese homework and 
you don't understand something do you work it out from context 
or do you do something else? 
Metacognitive 
1 . Where do you find it best to study Japanese when you are not 
in the classroom? 
2. Before you have a Japanese lesson at school what preparation 
do you make? 
3. Do you have a study timetable to help you study your Japanese 
consistently? 
Affective 
1 . After you have completed some Japanese work outside the 
classroom how do you feel? 
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2. When you have problems with your Japanese study do you 
have someone special to talk to? 
3. What do you do to overcome any anxiety with your Japanese 
study? 
1 . Do you work with friends outside the classroom to help you 
learn and study Japanese? 
How often is this? 
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Cheeky' 
Agpendix s 
Guidelines io Diary 
Use the following guideline: 
1 . Write down your feelings about what you are learning. 
2 . Write down what you did. 
3. How many times did you do it? 
4 . For how long? 
5. For what purpose eg. - test, homework etc. 
6. How do you feel now the task is completed? 
7. Write down the date and time. 
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Appendix 6 
Data Analysis 
Memory 
1 . 3 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
2. 1 out of 6 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 3 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 
3. 
4. O out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
5. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males and Females based on 7 cases (t=-1.03, df=6, p=0.34). 
6. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 11 males 
and females based on 6 cases (t=-4.10, df=S, P<0.05). 
7. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
females and Year 11 females based on 6 cases (t=-0.06, df=S, p=0.95). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
males and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=0.70, df=S, p=0.52). 
9. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females/Males and Year 11 Females/males based on 12 cases (t=0.08, 
df=11, p=0.94). 
When learning a new word ... 
1. I create associations between new material and what I already know. 
1 = Year Bf 1 Year 8m O Year 11f O Year 11m O 
2 = Year Bf O Year 8m 1 Year 11f O Year 11m 3 
3 = Year Bf 3 Year 8m 1 Year 11f 3 Year 11m O 
4 = Year Bf 2 Year 8m 5 Year 11f 3 Year 11m 3 
5 = Year Bf 1 Year 8m O Year 11f O Year 11 m O 
2. I put the new word in a sentence so I can remember it. 
1 = Year Bf O Year 8m 3 Year 11f 2 Year 11m 2 
2 = Year Bf 1 Year Sm 1 Year 11f 1 Year 11m 3 
3 = Year Bf 2 Year 8m 2 Year 11f 2 Year 11m 1 
4 = Year Bf 4 Year Sm 1 Year 11f 1 Year 11 m O 
5= 0 
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3. I place the new word in a group with other words that are similar in some 
way (for example, words related to clothing, or feminine nouns). 
1 = Year Sf O Year Sm 1 Year 11f 0 Year 11m 3 
2 = Year Sf 3 Year Sm 4 Year 11f 2 Year 11m O 
3 = YearSf 1 Year Sm 2 Year 11f 1 Year 11m 3 
4 = Year Sf 2 Year Sm O Year 11 f 2 Year 11m O 
5 = Year Sf 1 Year am O Year 11f 1 Year 11 m O 
4. I associate the sound of the new word with the sound of a familiar word. 
1 = Year Sf 1 Year am 2 Year 11f O Year 11m O 
2 = Year af O Year am 1 Year 11f O Year 11m 3 
3 = Year af 3 Year am 2 Year 11f 2 Year 11m 2 
4 = Year af O Year am 2 Year 11f 2 Year 11 m 1 
5= Year af 3 Year am O Year 11f 2 Year 11m O 
5. I use rhyming to remember it. 
1 = Yearaf 1 Year am 5 Year 11f 2 Year 11 m 2 
2 = Yearaf 3 Year am O Year 11f 1 Year 11m 2 
3 = Year af 1 Year am 2 Year 11f 2 Year 11m 2 
4 = Year af O Year am O Year 11 f 1 Year 11m O 
5= Year af 2 Year am O Year 11f O Year 11m O 
6. I remember the word by making clear mental images of it or by drawing a 
picture. 
1 = Yearaf 1 Yearam O Year11f O Year 11m 3 
2= Year af 4 Year am 3 Year11f 1 Year 11m 1 
3 = Yearaf 1 Year am 1 Year 11f 1 Year 11m 1 
4 = Year af 1 Year am 1 Year 11f 2 Year 11m 1 
5= Year af O Year am 2 Year 11f 2 Year 11m O 
7. I visualize the spelling of the new word in my mind. 
1 = Year af O Yearam O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
2 = Year af 2 Yearam 2 Year11f O Year11m O 
3 = Year af 2 Yearam 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 4 
4 = Year af 3 Yearam 1 Year11 f 4 Year11m 1 
5= Year af O Yearam 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
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8. I use a combination of sounds and images to remember the new word. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 2 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
9. I list all the other words I know that are related to the new word and draw 
lines to show relationships. 
1 = Year8f 4 Year8m 4 Year11 f 3 Year11 m 5 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
4= 0 
5= 0 
1 O. I remember where the new word is located on the page, or where I first saw 
or heard it. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11 f O Year11m 2 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
11 . I use flashcards with the new word on one side and the definition or other 
information on the other. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 
1 2. I physically act out the new word. 
1 = Year8f 5 
2 = Year8f 1 
3 = Year8f 1 
4= 0 
5= 0 
Year8m 5 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 1 
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Year11f 2 
Year11f O 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 2 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 4 
Year11f 2 
Year11f O 
Year11 m O 
Year11m 2 
Year11 m 2 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m 6 
Year11m O 
Year11 m O 
1 3. I review often. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f O 
3 = Year8f 1 
4 = Yearaf 3 
5 = Yearaf 3 
Year8m 1 
Yearam 5 
Yearam o 
Yearam 1 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 3 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 1 
Year11 m O 
Year11m 2 
Year11m 4 
Year11m O 
1 4. I schedule my reviewing so that the review sessions are initially close 
together in time and gradually become more widely spread apart. 
1 = Year8f 2 Yearam 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Yearam 3 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
3 = Year8f 2 Yearam o Year11f 1 Year11 m 3 
4 = Yearaf 2 Yearam 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5= 0 
1 5. I go back to refresh my memory of things I learned much earlier. 
1 = Year8f o Yearam 1 Year11f o Year11m O 
2 = Year8f o Yearam o Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f o Yearam 1 Year11f 3 Year11m 4 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f 4 Yearam 3 Year11f o Year11 m O 
Cognitive 
1 . 3 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
2. O out of 7 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 1 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 
3. 
4. 2 out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
5. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males and Females based on 7 cases (t=-1.94, df=6, p=0.10). 
6. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 11 
Males and females based on 6 cases (t=-0.32, df=5, p=0.76). 
7. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=-2.82, df=S, p<0.05). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females and Year 11 Females based on 6 cases (t=-0.55, df=S, P=0.61). 
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9. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 
Males/Females and Year 11 Males/Females based on 12 cases (t=-2.33, 
df=11, p<0.04). 
1 6. I say or write new expressions repeatedly to practice them. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 1 Yearam 3 Year11f 2 Year11m o 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 3 
5 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11 f 1 Year11 m o 
1 7. I imitate the way native speakers talk. 
1 = Year8f o Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11 f 2 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f o Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11 f o Year11 m O 
1 8. I read a story or dialogue several times until I can understand it. 
1 = Year8f o Yearam 3 Year11f o Year11 m o 
2 = Year8f 1 Yearam 1 Year11f o Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 2 Year11f 5 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m o Year11 f 1 Year11 m 3 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 2 
1 9. I revise what I write in the new language to improve my writing. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 4 Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 1 
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2 O. I practice the sounds or alphabet of the new language. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 2 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 4 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 1 
21 . I use idioms or other routines in the new language. 
1 = Year8f o Year8m 5 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11m 3 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5=0 
2 2. I use familiar words in different combinations to make new sentences. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 3 Year11 m 4 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11m o 
5=0 
23.1 initiate conversations in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11m 2 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f 4 Year11 m 3 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m o 
4 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f o Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 4. I watch TV shows or movies or listen to the radio in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 3 Year8m 6 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 4 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m o Year11f o Year11 m 4 
4= 0 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m O 
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2 5. I try to think in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 4 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11m 2 
4 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 6. I attend and participate in out-of-class events where the new language is 
spoken. 
1 = Year8f 3 Year8m 5 Year11f 4 Year11 m 3 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m o 
2 7. I read for pleasure in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 6 Year11f 5 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 4 
3= 0 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
5= 0 
2 8. I write personal notes, messages, letters, or reports in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 4 Year8m 4 Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11 m 3 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
4 = Year8f O Yearam o Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5= 0 
2 9. I skim the reading passage first to get the main idea, then I go back and read 
it more carefully. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 2 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year 11m 2 
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5 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11m 2 
3 O. I seek specific details in. what I hear or read. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 4 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11m 1 
5 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11m O 
31 . I use reference materials such as glossaries or dictionaries to help me use 
the new language. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
3 2. I take notes in class in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11 f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11m O 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 4 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f o Year11 m 3 
3 3. I make summaries of the new language material. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f o Year11m 1 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11 f 1 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11 f 3 Year11m 2 
4 = Year8f O Year8m 0 Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
5 = Year8f o Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 2 
34. I apply general rules to new situations when using the language. 
1 = Year8f 3 
2 = Year8f 2 
Year8m 1 Year11 f O 
Year8m 2 Year11 f O 
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Year11 m O 
Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 2 
4 = Year8f O 
5 = Year8f O 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 2 
Year11f 4 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 1 
Year11m 2 
Year11m 2 
Year11 m O 
3 5. I find the meaning of a word by dividing the word into parts which I 
understand. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m O Year11 f 1 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
3 6. I look for similarities and contrasts between the new language and my own. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
3 7. I try to understand what I have heard or read without translating it word-
for-word into my own language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
3 8. I am cautious about transferring words or concepts directly from my 
language to the new language. 
1 = Year8f o Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m o Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11m 3 
5 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
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3 9. I look for patterns in the new language. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 5 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11m 1 
4 O. I develop my own understanding of how the language works, even if 
sometimes I have to revise my understanding based on new information. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 4 Year11 m 4 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 1 
QQm1;2£rnsatiQa 
1 . 3 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 1 student greater than 4. 
2. 3 out of 7 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 6 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 2 students greater than 4. 
4. 4 out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 2 students greater than 4. 
5. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males and Females based on 7 cases (t=-0.04, df=6, p=0.97). 
6. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 11 
Males and Females based on 6 cases (t=-0.20, df=5, p=0.85). 
7. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=-1.74, df=5, P=0.14). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females and Year 11 Females based on 6 cases (t=-1.45, df=5, P=0.21 ). 
9. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males/Females and Year 11 Males/Females based on 12 cases (t=-2.14, 
df=11, P=0.06). 
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41 . When I do not understand all the words I read or hear, I guess the general 
meaning by using any clue I can find, for example, clues from the context or 
situation. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f 4 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
4 2. I read without looking up every unfamiliar word. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m o Year11f 1 Year11 m o 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m 1 
5 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m 3 
4 3. In a conversation I anticipate what the other person is going to say based on 
what has been said so far. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 4 
5= 0 
44. If I am speaking and cannot think of the right expression, I use gestures or 
switch back to my own language momentarily. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
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45. I ask the other person to tell me the right word if I cannot think of it in a 
conversation. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m o Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 4 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
4 6. When I cannot think of the correct expression to say or write, I find a 
different way to express the idea; for example, I use a synonym or describe 
the idea. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 2 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
4 7. I make up new words if I do not know the right ones. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
4 8. I direct the conversation to a topic for which I know the words. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
Matacogoitiva 
1 . 6 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 1 student greater than 4. 
2. 2 out of 7 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 5 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 
3. 
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4. 5 out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 1 student greater than 4. 
5. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Females based on 7 cases (t=-3.44, df=6, p<0.05). 
6. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between on Year 11 
Males and Females based on 6 cases (t=1.00, df=5, P=0.36). 
7. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=-3.70, df=5, P< 0.05). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females and Year 11 Females based on 6 cases (t=0.93, df=5, P=0.40). 
9. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males/Females and Year 11 Males/Females based on 12 cases (t=-1.18, 
df=11, P=0.26). 
4 9. I preview the language lesson to get the general idea of what it is about, how 
it is organized, and how it relates to what I already know. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 5 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Yearam o Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 3 Yearam o Year11f 0 Year11 m O 
5 = Year8f O Yearam o Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5 O. When someone is speaking the new language, I try to concentrate on what the 
person is saying and put unrelated topics out of my mind. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 3 Yearam 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
4= Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11f 4 Year11 m 5 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
51 . I decide in advance to pay special attention to specific language aspects; for 
example, I focus the way native speakers pronounce certain sounds. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 1 Yearam 2 Year11f O Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
4= Year8f 2 Yearam 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f O Yearam 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
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5 2. I try to find out all I can about how to be a better language learner by reading 
books or articles, or talking with others about how to learn. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 5 Year11 m 3 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m 1 
4 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
53.1 arrange my schedule to study and practice the new language consistently, 
not just when there is the pressure of a test. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f 3 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 5 Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m 5 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
54. I arrange my physical environment to promote learning; for instance, I find 
a quiet, comfortable place to review. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11m 0 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
5 5. I organize my language notebook to record important information. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11m O 
2= 0 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 0 Year11 m O 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 5 Year11 m 4 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
56.1 plan my goals for language learning, for instance, how proficient I want to 
become or how I might want to use the language in the long run. 
1 = Year8f 1 
2 = Year8f 1 
3 = Year8f O 
Year8m 2 Year11 f O 
Year8m 3 Year11f 1 
Year8m 2 Year11 f 2 
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Year11 m O 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 3 
5 = Year8f 2 
Year8m O 
Year8m O 
Year11f 2 
Year11f 1 
Year11 m 2 
Year11 m 2 
5 7. I plan what I am going to accomplish in language learning each day or each 
week. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11 f 5 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m 1 
5 8. I prepare for an upcoming language task (such as giving a talk in the new 
language) by considering the nature of the task, what I have to know, and my 
current language skills. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 4 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 3 Year11 m 3 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5 9. I clearly identify the purpose of the language activity; for instance, in a 
listening task I might need to listen for the general idea or for specific facts. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 1 
3 = Year8f 3 
4 = Year8f 2 
5 = Year8f 1 
Year8m 2 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 3 
Year8m 1 
Year11f O 
Year11f O 
Year11f 4 
Year11 f 2 
Year11 m O 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m 4 
Year11 m 1 
6 O. I take responsibility for finding opportunities to practice the new language. 
1 = Year8f O 
2 = Year8f 1 
3 = Year8f 3 
4 = Year8f 2 
5 = Year8f 1 
Year8m 4 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 2 
Year8m o 
Year8m O 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 2 
Year11f 3 
Year11f O 
Year11f O 
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Year11 m O 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m 4 
Year11 m 1 
Year11 m O 
61 . I actively look for people with whom I can speak the new language. 
1 = Year8f o Year8m 5 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m O 
5= 0 
6 2. I try to notice my language errors and find out the reasons for them. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 2 
6 3. I learn from my mistakes in using the new language. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11m O 
3 = Year8f o Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 2 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11m 3 
64. I evaluate the general progress I have made in learning the language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 3 Year11f 2 Year11 m 3 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
Affective 
1 . 4 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 1 student greater than 4. 
2. 0 out of 7 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 2 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 
3. 
4. 1 out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
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5. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Females based on 7 cases (t=-3.97, df=6, p<0.05). 
6. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 11 
Males and Females based on 6 cases (t=-1.59, df=S, p-0.17). 
7. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=-1.77, df=S, P=0.14). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females and Year 11 Females based on 6 cases (t=0.25, df=S, P=0.81 ). 
9. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males/Females and Year 11 Males/Females based on 12 cases (t=-0.99, 
df=11, t=0.34). 
6 5. I try to relax whenever I feel anxious about using the new language. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11m O 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 4 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 5 Year11m O 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
66.1 make encouraging statements to myself so that I will continue to try hard 
and do my best in language learning. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11m 1 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11m 2 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m O Year11f 3 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
6 7. I actively encourage myself to take wise risks in language learning, such as 
guessing meanings or trying to speak, even though I might make some 
mistakes. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 3 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
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6 8. I give myself a tangible reward when I have done something well in my 
language learning. 
1 = Year8f O Yearam 5 Year11f O Year11m 4 
2 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11m O 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
4= 0 
5 = Year8f 1 Yearam o Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
6 9. I pay attention to physical signs of stress that might affect my language 
learning. 
1 = Year8f 2 Year8m 4 Year11f 1 Year11m 5 
2 = Year8f 2 Yearam 2 Year11f 3 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f O Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11m O 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f O Year11m O 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11 m O 
7 O. I keep a private diary or journal where I write my feelings about language 
learning. 
1 = Year8f 1 
2 = Year8f 4 
3=0 
4=0 
5 = year8f 2 
Year8m 6 
Year8m 1 
Year8m O 
Year11f 5 
Year11f 1 
Year11f O 
Year11m 5 
Year11m O 
Year11 m 1 
71 . I talk to someone I trust about my attitudes and feelings concerning the 
language learning process. 
1 = Year8f 3 Year8m 5 Year11f 1 Year11m 3 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 4 Year11m 2 
3 = Year8f O Yearam 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 1 
4 = Year8f 1 Yearam o Year11f O Year11 m O 
5= 0 
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1 . 5 out of 7 Year 8 Females had an average frequency response greater than 3 
with 1 student greater than 4. 
2. 1 out of 7 Year 8 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
3. 4 out of 6 Year 11 Females had an average frequency response greater than 
3. 
4. 5 out of 6 Year 11 Males had an average frequency response greater than 3. 
5. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Females based on 7 cases (t=-3.37, df=6, p<0.05). 
6. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 11 
Males and Females based on 6 cases (t=-0.07, df=S, p=0.94). 
7. A t test of significance showed significant difference between Year 8 Males 
and Year 11 Males based on 6 cases (t=-4.37, df=S, p<0.05). 
8. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Females and Year 11 Females based on 6 cases (t=-0.12, df=S, P=0.91). 
9. A t test of significance showed no significant difference between Year 8 
Males/Females and Year 11 Males/Females based on 12 cases (t=-1.90, 
df=11, P=0.08). 
72. If I do not understand, I ask the speaker to slow down, repeat, or clarify what 
was said. 
1 = 0 
2 = Year8f 1 
3 = Year8f 2 
4 = Year8f 2 
5 = Year8f 2 
Year8m 2 
Year8m o 
Year8m 3 
Year8m 2 
Year11f O 
Year11f 2 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 3 
Year11 m O 
Year11 m o 
Year11 m 1 
Year11m 5 
73. I ask other people to verify that I have understood or said something 
correctly. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f O Year11 m O 
3 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 2 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 4 Year8m 2 Year11f 2 Year11 m 3 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 2 Year11m 2 
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7 4. I ask other people to correct my pronunciation. 
1 = Year8f O 
2 = Year8f O 
3 = Year8f 3 
4 = Year8f 3 
5 = Year8f 1 
Year8m 2 
Year8m 3 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 1 
Year8m O 
Year11f o 
Year11f 3 
Year11f o 
Year11f 2 
Year11f 1 
Year11 m O 
Year11 m o 
Year11 m 2 
Year11 m 4 
Year11m O 
7 5. I work with other language learners to practice, review, or share 
information. 
1 = Year8f O Year8m 3 Year11f O Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 3 Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11 f 3 Year11 m 1 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
76. I have a regular language learning partner. 
1 = Year8f 3 Year8m 5 Year11f 2 Year11 m 5 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 2 Year11f o Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f 2 Year8m 0 Year11f 4 Year11m O 
4 = Year8f 1 Year8m O Year11f O Year11 m O 
5= 0 
77. When I am talking with a native speaker, I try to let him or her know when I 
need help. 
1 = Year8f 1 Year8m 4 Year11f O Year11 m O 
2 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 1 Year11m 1 
3 = Year8f O Year8m O Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
4 = Year8f 2 Year8m 1 Year11f 4 Year11 m 2 
5 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f O Year11 m O 
7 8. In conversation with others in the new language, I ask questions in order to 
be as involved as possible and to show I am interested. 
1 = Year8f 1 
2 = Year8f O 
3 = Year8f 3 
Year8m 2 
Year8m 2 
Year8m 3 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 4 
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Year11 m O 
Year11m O 
Year11 m 4 
4 = Year8f 3 
5= 0 
Year8m O Year11f 0 Year11m 2 
7 9. I try to learn about the culture of the place where the new language is 
spoken. 
1 = Year8f o 
2 = Year8f 0 
3 = Year8f 1 
4 = Year8f 4 
5 = Year8f 2 
Year8m 1 
Year8m 4 
Year8m 1 
Year8m O 
Year8m 1 
Year11f O 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 1 
Year11f 3 
Year11f 1 
Year11 m 0 
Year11m 1 
Year11m 2 
Year11m 2 
Year11 m 1 
8 O. I pay close attention to the thoughts and feelings of other people with whom I 
interact in the new language. 
1 = Year8f 0 Year8m 5 Year11f 1 Year11 m 1 
2 = Year8f 1 Year8m 1 Year11f 0 Year11 m 2 
3 = Year8f 3 Year8m 1 Year11f 4 Year11 m 2 
4 = Year8f 3 Year8m o Year11f 1 Year11 m O 
5 = Year8f 0 Year8m O Year11f 0 Year11 m 1 
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Agpendjx Z 
lotec~iew Analysis DIBECI SIBAIEGIES F:Female 
M:Male 
Classroom Non-Classroom 
Memocy YesM:2. Memoey Yes Ml. 
* Associating 9F • Associating 3F 6F 
1 M 2M 2M 
* Using flashcards 1 F * Using flashcards 9F 
SM SM 
* Structured Reviewing 2F • Structured Reviewing SF 
SM SM 
* Going back to Refresh SF * Going back to Refresh SF 
Memory SM Memory 7M 
* Placing new Words in 4F 
Groups 4M 
* Making Lists SF 6F 
SM 4M 
Cognitive Cognitive 
* Say or Write New SF * Say or Write New 3F 
Expressions Repeatedly 6M Expressions Repeatedly 4M 
* Use Reference Materials 6F 7F * Use Reference Materials 3F 
6M 3M 2M 
* Make Summaries 1 F * Make Summaries SF SF 
OM SM SM 
* Analysing contrastively SF • Analysing Contrastively OF 
1 M 1 M 
* Take notes in class 11 F * Initiating conversations 4F 
SM 2M 
* Taking care not to Translate 2F 10F • Watch TV/Listen Radio/ 4F 9F 
Word-for-Word 1 MS M Movies in New Language 2M SM 
* Attend/Participate out of 2F 11 F 
Class Activities where 2M 7M 
Language is Spoken 
- 8 8 -
Compensation· Compensation 
• Using Contextual Clues 2F • Using Contextual Clues 12F 
to Guess Meaning 2M to Guess Meaning 7M 2M 
• .Getting Help 6F • Getting Help OF 
4M 1 M 
INDIRECT STRATEGIES 
Metacognjtiye Metacognitive 
* Arranging your Physical 9F 3F • Arranging you Physical 13F 
Environment 8M1M Environment 9M 
• Previewing the Lesson 9F 4F 
2M 7 M 
• Study Schedule 4F 9F 
1 M 8 M 
Affective Affective 
(responses all Year 11 s) 
• Discussing your Feelings with 1 F 4F • Discussing your Feelings 6F 7F 
Someone Else OM SM with Someone Else 7F 7M 
~ S,Qcia1 
• Asking others to Verify 12F • Asking Others to Verify 2F 
8M 1 M 
* Working with Others 12F • Working with Others 9F 4F 
7M 2M 1 M 8 M 
• Have a Regular Language 10F • Have a Regular Language 7F 4F 
Partner 7M 2M Partner 1 M 8 M 
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Appendix s 
Qiary Analysis - ~Qn-Qlassrggrn 
12icect Stcategies F = Female 
Merngry M = Male 
* Creating Associations 3F 
* Placing New Words in a Context 1 M 
* Placing New Words in a Group 2F 
* Associating Sounds of the Word with 
Sounds of a Familiar Word 1 F 
* Using Rhyming to Remember 1 F 
* Using Imagery 2F 
* Making Lists 1 F 1 M 
* Using Flashcards 7F 1 M 
* Reviewing 4F 4M 
* Going Back to Refresh Memory SF SM 
Cggnitive 
* Saying or Writing Repeatedly 10F 8M 
* Reading Several Times 1 F 1 M 
* Revising Characters 6F SM 
* Practicing Sounds or Alphabet SF 3M 
* Skimming 1 F 
* Using Reference Materials 3F 
* Making notes 4F 1 M 
* Making Summaries 4F 1 M 
* Applying General Rules 1 F 
* Taking Care not to Translate Word-
for-Word 1 F 
* Looking for Patterns 1 F 
Cgmpensatign None 
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1Ddi[IU~t Strategies 
Metacognitive 
* Previewing 1 F 
* Arranging Schedule and Study 
Timetable 1 M 
* Arranging Physical Environment 1 F 
* Organizing Language Notebook 2F 
Affective None 
~ 
* Have a Regular Language Partner SF 2M 
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Agpendix 9 
Correlation Analysis 
~A =Year 8 
B = Year 11 
F = Females 
M = Males 
1 . Pearson Correlation Matrix - Vear Level 
A 
B 
A 
1.000 
-0.005 
Number Of Observations: 1 2 
B 
1.000 
2 . Pearson Correlation Matrix - Vear 8s 
F 
M 
F 
1.000 
-0.174 
Number of Observations: 
M 
1.000 
1 3 
3 . Pearson Correlation Matrix - Vear 11 s 
F 
M 
F 
1.000 
0.081 
Number of Observations: 
M 
1.000 
1 2 
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